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The moat critical period of a calf'a
life, if life »lone is considered, is the
tiret six months. This was ably discussed by Mr. Adams of this bureau in a
recent article.
However, if the future
usefulness of the heifer as a dairy cow
is the point considered, then the critical
period is between the time she is weaned
from milk and the time she
drops her
first calf. I believe a good
cow
dairy
can oftentimes be made or ruined during this period of her life. There are
various ways of raising heifers, hardly
any two farmers using the same method;
and, I am sorry to say, so little thought
is given to actually developing dairy
quality and capacity that very seldom a
farmer has a method, and ao the heifers
one year may
have a very different
chance in life from those of another year.
Space will not permit going into detail in this short article as to the beat
method of development; but I wish to
call attention to some of the essentials.
First, health. Given the same opportunity for education, which is the better
fitted for Ufa's work, a youth bred and
reared in the country or in the city?
The country fellow, of course, because
of the health and strength gained from
the pure air and the exercise of a life in
the open. The body it developed With
full, strong longs and hard muscles
which, once attained, will prove a great
asset all through life. The same is true
of the young dairy stock while being
raised. The tie-up, plenty of grain,
blankets and grooming will turn out a
beautiful heifer for the show ring, but
should not be carried too far if you want
Give as
a profitable cow in after years.
much exercise as possible, winter as
well as summer. The next essential is
feed—feed that will produce growth and
proper development. Feed, at all times,
should be abundant, so that as much
growth as possible may be attained before the heifer begins her life of useful
ness as a dairy cow; but her feed should
not be given in a concentrated form, or
In
at least as little of it as may be.
the pasture should be so
summer,
abundant that the heifer can make a
good growth without any grain. Even
if the heifer lost some of the fat and
bloom she had before being out to pasture, I should not worry. If, however,
the pasture Is poor, or becomes bo from
dry weather, and the heifer doee not get
enough to make a good growth then
something should be done; but ideal
conditions would be a good pastnre
where the heifer would make a good,
steady growth of body, although perhaps losing some superfluous fat. Then,
in the fall, take her out of the pasture
before short feed and cold storms tell on
her. Many farmers make a great mistake right here in letting the young
stock run for a month or six weeks
after they should have a dry shed to
in and some extra roughage for
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milk
on
179 Conneotiout farms
daring the
year ending May 1,1917, vu 5.53 oenta
per quart. The average
price received
per quart was 4.87 oenta. Theee facta
are the reault of a
careful dairy survey
of repreaentative farms of the
atatemade
the
by
Dairy Department of the Connecticut Agricultural College on
representative farms of the state.
Theae
ferma are scattered
throughout the
eight counties of the state, thirteen
farms being surveyed in the oounty
where the fewest number of records
were taken and
thirty-five in the county
where the largest number of records
were obtained.
It waa found that the
average coat per
year of keeping a cow wae $177.48.
Subtracting a credit of 122.91 for returna except milk leavea the coat of the
year's milk production 1154.57.
This coat includes feed, bedding, labor, uae of buildinga and equipment,
interest on investment, bull service, and
depreciation. Nothing was allowed the
owner in payment for
managing the
business. *
The report shows that the average
production for these farms waa 6,009
lbs. of milk per cow.
In regard to the present status of the
dairy business the report reads as follows: "There are many hypotheaes
possible in the study of these figures,
but the single fact remaining is that
dairying on these farms the past year
has been an unsound business proposition.
"It is obviously true that this condition will not markedly deplete our
dairy farms in three, six, or possibly
many months, but it is positively certain that such conditions will eventually
undermine the farming business as a
whole if dairying is continued, following as it does a series of cloae margins.

The practical man eventually changes
his type of farming, and rapidly, when
the loss in one line of the industry
pictures bankruptcy to him."

Separate figures were taken on these
farms for the month of April, 1917.
The report shows that the cost of producing milk during this month was 6.24
cents per quart. This milk was sold for
an average of 5.66 cents per
quart. It
will be noted that these figures show an
increased cost for April, over the cost
for the twelve months in which April
waa included, of 13.76 per cent.
DAIRY

CENSUS.

At the time the dairy survey was begun, a dairy census was taken to determine if possible whether or not the
number of cowa in the state is increasing

or

decreasing.
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Three thousand cards were mailed to
the dairymen of the state asking four
questions, as follows:
1. How many jcows of milking age
did you have in your herd May 1, 1916?
How many heifers over 6 months of acre
did you have in your herd May 1, 1916?
2. How many cows, as above, in your
herd May 1,1917?
3. How many heifers as above did
you have May 1,1917?
4. In your opinion are there more or
lees cows in your neighborhood this
year than last?
Over 1,412 repliea were obtained from
dairymen in answer to these cards. A
total of 19,991 dairy cattle were on these
farms May 1, 1916, while 19,753 were
owned there May 1, 1917. Theae figures
show a decrease of 1.19 per cent in dairy
sleep
cattle in the state during the past year.
feed.
Winter care should also mciuce pieniy Of the dairy cattle in the state May 1,
of fresh air and exercise. I consider a shed 1916, 70.7 per cent were of milking age,
with plenty of air space, but perfectly while May 1, 1917, the per cent of milking animals was 68.3.—Connecticut
tight so as to avoid drafts, with doors
to
on the south side opening into a yard
Agricultural College.
to which they can have free access every
pleasant day, the ideal winter quarters
The Fair an Important Factor.
for growing heifers. Her feed should
A well-conducted state, county or
consist for the most part of ronghage,
to
develop paunch district fair is a strong factor in tbe
the idea being
will formation of agricultural ideals and
capacity so that in future years she
In urgbave a well-developed digestive machine, rural community upbuilding.
of ing people to support these fairs, S. T.
capable of handling large quantities
material and turning out a pro- Simpson of tbe University of Missouri
raw
College of Agriculture says: "No
portionally large amount of a marketable product. Do not, however, think community can bope to make advancethat the heifer can be fed on meadow ment or to remain progressive witbont
she
its people
hay or straw to develop her, for as some means of bringing before
tbe
produots of tbat community.
must develop something else as well
the size of her stomach. She must be Furthermore, no man can hope to conadvancement in his I
kept growing, consequently the very tinue to make
best roughage is none too good. Good, chosen industry unless he learns from
in the same
early-cut clover hay, or second crop some other men interested
Farmers recognise
with good corn silage, will do the trick, field of operation.
and with a small grain ration of bran, now, more than ever before, the imporwill tance of mingling with their neighbors,
ground oats, and linseed meal,
make large, handsome heifers, with the exchanging ideas, making criticisms,
usenew information.
vigor and conformation for future four and gathering
"Fairs afford untold opportunities for
fulness. When the heifer is within
meet
months of freshening, one should begin those who will attend. There they
for as exhibitors in competition and as
to increase the grain ration until,
heifer
spectators. All learn to look at the
the last two months, at least, the
the educational viewpoint as
receives from eight to twelve pounds per fairs from
the animal, well as from the viewpoint of entertainday, according to the size of
be ment or what they win in money prizes
and the lut month this ration should
to one containing as exhibitors. True, tbe money offered
changed gradually
to what is a great inducement in the way of demore protein, nearer, in fact,
freshens.
she
after
fraying expenses, but many exhibitors
receive
she will
have as much money In their
This extra grain before freshening, you might well
inpockets at tbe end of the week by leavwill find to be a wonderfully good
ining their exhibits at home. On the
vestment, and It will return you big
that yon other (band, those who exhibit take
of
course,
terest, provided,
animal. home a new opinion of their own prodhave the making of a dairy
the ucts, and have bad established in their
tendency,
in*'
dairy
"bred
a
With
heifer own minds revised standards which will
the
can
fatter
get
you
larger and
better aid them in selecting and preparing exbefore she drops her first calf the
In addihibits for tbe following year.
Departmake.—Maine
producer she will
whether a winner
ment of Agriculture, John A. Bobkbts, tion, every exhibitor,
ador loser, takes home more or less
Commissioner.
at fairs
vertising. Advertising securedevidenced
is considered of tbe best, as
tbe many exhibitors and by the inby
Why a Silo?
creased business which has come to
feed those who exhibit. No breeder of pureThe silo provides a succulent
the
neglect a single
bred stook should
with high food value that keeps
and
it
before the public.
condition
to
place
in
cows
opportunity
good physical
flow. The county fair is a good place to begin.
stimulates them to highest milk
and can
"The live stock industry owes much
Silage is a relatively cheap feed handled.
tbe
to the many fairs held throughout
be easily and economically
the
in breeds
country. Much improvement
There Is less loss of food value by
the most favor- bas come as a result of these publio exuse of the silo than by
hibitions and ratings. Many have been
able methods of field curing.
be success- encouraged in the production of better
Almost any bay crop can
care
tbe incentive
fully made into silage if the proper farm stock, simply through
shows. No
stock
live
the
the
at
is
cheapest
silo
The
gathered
is taken.
to continue as a probuilding that can be built, furnishing man who hopes
ton than any ducer of high-class live stock oan afford
storage at a lower cost per
attend
to miss a single opportunity to
other type of building.
if
Unless he attends
live stock shows.
A silo has oome to be » neoessity
milk profitably. «neb shows, he loses sight of the correct
you are to produce
on
standards and gets behind the times.
one crop that can be grown
is
Silage
land. If it ia not The fair circuit is the school of tbe cona large percentage of
attain
that an available »o«ro® structive breeder. Few men have
grown It means
as breeders who have not
that
something
and
success
realized
ed
not
of food is
its plaça been close students of show ring standelse must be bought to take
These men must
must be ards and awards.
Our pastures are such that they
fewer because of
cows are to come necessarily become
if
supplemented,
Τ be upward tbe rapid strides in breeding and tbe inin
shape.
good
through
creased competition.
trend of grain prices Is going
nie
feeds on his
"He who neglects to make nse of
the dairyman to grow more
business.
or distrlot fair, not only
the
of
out
him
oounty
state,
farm or force
all be can to weakens his own position, but neglects
The dairyman should do
whioh is vital to
poaltion
to support a movement
place himself in an indedenpent
for hi· cows. the state or community in which be
as regards the food supply
the public
lives. On the other hand,
Massachusetts College.
more
should realize that nothing oan do
feeding
to enoourage better breeding,
than a
and management of live stock
Baylaf Sheep.
is just what
fair
The
fair.
more aheep in sucessful
attendance
The campaign for
the people make it. By their
it can be made a great
New England Is
and
breed
support,
breed·
Idaho
betterfew davs ago a carload of
in state and community
!! «we· was distributed in Bases faotor
their support it mar
Without
ment
Mass. The board of **riculturf
who do attend the
wKh tell to those few
and looal farm bureau oo-oparated
of a non-progressive, inactive
story
wool and textllecompanj
a Philadelphia
commonwealth."
t
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its women and see

if

they

not of
are asked to beare

fighting stuff. They
farmers, mechanics, nurses, doctors, munition makers, yeomen, messengers, army cooks, ambulance drivers.

The Thrill and the Hell of
the Trenches, Described

by an American Boy.

Sergeant Alexander McClintock of Lexington, Ky., and the Canadian Army Has
Gripping Tale That Every American Will
Bead, For He Telle the Faoti—Unadorn-

ed. Wounded, a Distinguished Conduct
Medal Man, He Was Invalided Home,
but Ii Going "Owt There" Again to Fight

8ERQEANT MoCLlNTOCK.

stove.

"Women cannot fight"? What about
the movement now spreading like wildfire in Russia, a result of the heroic conduct of Miss Bntchareffs female battalion? What about the futile fury of
stalwart Germans in East Galicia when
they discovered their captors were mere
women? With the anti-suffragists those
German prisoners knew that women
had no business except with "ohildren,
church and kitchen."

PKTBOQBAD DISrATCH.

As the result of the heroic conduct at
the front of Miss Vera ButcharefTs
female battalion the movement for the
creation of a great woman's army is
progressing throughout Russia with

Already Petrograd,
Moscow and Kiev have formed regular
recruiting bureaus and established barracks under the ordinary system of army
administration, subject, under a newly
issued order by Minister of War Kerensky, to the staffs of the looal military
districts. The Government has issued
arms and complete equipment to the

amazing rapidity.

appointed

male commanders and instructors, and in view of
the spread of the movement It is planning a more suitable uniform for the
women, and has

women

fighters.

In Petrograd a new battalion is being
raised by the Chairwoman of the new
Women's Military League, a university
student, Miss Fromenko. The spacious
Engineers' Palace has been turned into
a barracks in which 700 girls and women
are already in uniform out of the 1,200
For the remaining
so
far enrolled.
places in the battalion there are 1,500

spiring, Interesting, Personal Narrative,
Fall of the Spirit and Atmosphere of the
Trenches.

No. 3. 'Over the Top

andGive'EmHell!"

come

We have known a young woman to drive
a sky machine from Chicago to New
York, in spite of the tradition that
woman's nervous system was too delicate to survive far from the kitchen

Alexander McCIintock,
D. C. M.( 87th Overseas BatL,
Canadian Qren. Guards.

By Sergeant

Copyright, 1917, by the Bell Syn*
dicate, Inc.
Ν

Sergeant McCUntock, who has teen
service in France, icas decordted for
bravery, wmuidcd, invalided home and
is now endeavoring to get a commission

in our army. A commission in the Canadian army awaits him if he returns
to Join his old command. In the first
Und second articles he graphically describes his training, his trip tt France
and the elaborate preparations made
for α bomb raid on the Qermw trenches.

AS

we climbed out of the shelter

our trenches for my first—and,
perhaps, my last, I thought—ad-

of

venture in No Man's Land the word
was

passed:

"Over the top and give 'em hell!"
That Is the British Tommies' battle
cry as they charge the enemy, and It
has often sounded up and down those
long lines in western France as the
British, Canadian and Australian soldiers go out to the fight and the death.
We were divided into six parties of
ten men, each party having separate
duties to perform. We crouched forward, moving slowly in single file,
stumbling into shell boles and over
dead men—some very long dead—and
managing to keep in touch with each

applicants.

are for the most part beSome of
and 30 years of age.
the force are married women with children, and a few are of middle age, however.
Among these latter a striking
figure is Mme. Sofie Vansa, widow of a
Colonel killed in battle, and whose two
Sixty per
sons are now lying wounded.
cent, of the members are peasant workhard
with
ing girls of sturdy physique,
features and tanned faces, who, unlike
Miss ButcharefTs followers, all were
subjected to severe physical tests before
being accepted.
Remarking on the efficiency 01 me recruits, their chief Instructor, Captain
Loskoff, said:
"Over th· top and glv· 'em hell I"
"I bave drilled hundreds of men
deolare
to
soldiers, but I do not hesitate
other though the machine gun bullets
that these women learn with double began to drop men almost Immediatethe speed. This is true not only of the
ly. Once we were started we were
educated girls, but also of the peasant
fearful nor rattled. We had
neither
girls, some of whom are entirely illiter- been drilled so
long and so carefully
ate. Their overmastering motive is the
man knew Just what he was
that
each
save Russia from
to
desire
patriotic
ruin. Many of them display a zeal and to do, and he kept right on doing It
ardor worthy of Joan of Arc."
unless he got hit To me it seemed
Next week the battalion will go into the ground was moving back under
in
camp for field exercises and practice
The first ten yards were the
me.
making long marches.
toughest. The thing was perfectly organized. Our first party of ten was
composed of signalers. They were payWe pray Ood that our American wom- ing out wires and carrying telephones
to be used during the fifteen minutes
en may never be driven to the hellish
business of killing. Bat what becomes of our stay in the German trenches
of the argument that women oannot In communicating with our battalion
fight if they must?
headquarters. A telephone code had
Two other arguments still yawp occabeen arranged, using the names of our
too
are
sionally. One ii that women
officers as symbols. "Rexbad (or too foolish) to vote, another commanding
"First prisoners being
that they are too good. One would sup- ford 1" meant
2" meant "Our
"Rexford
that
twenty
per
faot
sent
the
that
only
back;"
pose
cent of criminals are women was suffi- first wounded being sent over;" "Rexcient to dispose of that "bad argument." ford 8" meant "We have entered GerWithin a week one of the best of man trench." The code was very comOxford Connty husbands declared that
plete, and the signalers had been drillbis wife was too good for filthy Paris
ed
in it for a week. In case the telefor
voting place—"our polls no place
phone wires were cut, the signalers
women" he said.
in- were to eend messages back by the
Agreed. But are sawdust floors
fected with tobacco, an atmospherr use of rifle grenades. These are rifle
thick with rank smoke and odors, good projectiles which carry little metal
our
enough for sons and husbands? Do
cylinders to contain written messages
Paris voters tolerate such things in their and which burst into flame when they
them
tell
can
women
We
own homes?
strike the earth, so that they can be
that where we go decency goes with us.
found at night. The officer in
Is
vote
easily
women
In all the statea where
bouses
charge of the signalers was to remain
cleanliness and order. School
at the point of entrance, with his eyes
are oftenest the voting places.
Rest assured, dear fellow citizens on his watch. It was his duty to sound
we have
a warning signal five minutes before
(which we women are not, since
women
do municipal vote), that when
the end of our time in the German

The girls

tween 18

vote In Paris brooms and mops will go
before them !
all
Do you Maine men realize that of
our New
England states only Maine
denies the women any form whatever of
others
politloal right? Every one of the to its
bas given some sçrap of suffrage
women. Maine will proolaim woman's
those
duty to her oblldren, .yet deny
aball
women the right even to vote wbd
oblldren.
manage schools and teaob their
Vote for your mothers, wives and
'daughters, men of Maine, vote every one
of yon on Sept. 10th.
Μαβολβκτ Β. Weight,
(A native of Maine.)
Have We

Forgotten

to

Sing?

(Los Angeles Times.)

ooatraot disease than joongar

who seleoted the oantonment sites foi
the new army camps are reported not
to be prohibitionists, bat ware Influenced In their selections by the faot
that
believed dry territory safer foi

the^

An In-

For ïïnole Sam and His Allies.

trenches.
The leader of every party of ten also
had a whistle with which to repeat
the warning blast and then the final
blast, when each man was to drop
everything and get back of our artillery fire. Wfe were not to leave any
dead or wounded in the German trench

information which
the Germans might thus obtain. Before starting on the raid we toad removed all marks from our persons, including even our Identification disksExcept for-the signalers, each party of
First,
ten was similarly organized.
there were two bayonet men, each
with an electric flashlight attached to
his rifle, eo as to give light for the direction of a bayonet thrust and controlled by a button at the left hand
grasp of the rifle. Besides his rifle, all
of these men carried six or eight Mills
No. 5 hand grenades, weighing from a
pound and five ounces to a pound and
on account of the

There appears to be a laok of popular
music in the campaign to fill the AmeriIn 1861
can armies' of the great war.
the boys sang, and "John Brown'»
Body" was triumphantly transmuted into
the "Battle Hymn of the Republlo."
Mechanical music flourishes, bat the seven ounces each.
Artiste do the singing
tune is dead.
The Lineup.
•
and the playing now.
are the same shape as'a turkey
school
old
the
They
has
Passed away
singing
within the district sohool house, the oonntry egg and a little larger. Upon
that did not hesitate to drawing the firing pin a lever sets a
societies
stuff
oboral
butcher
for
The high returns
of per- tackle the "Creation," the rastlo obolr four second fuse going. One of these
hvae had the gratifying result
with leader who twanged his tnnlng fork to grenades will clean out anything livsuading a few dairymen to part
It will be a •tart an air. The German hosts sang ing In a ten foot trench section. It
■orub pure-bred stock.
those as one vast host as the flood rolled Into
will also kill the man who is throwing
great gain for all dairymen, when and
Franoe, and the soldiers of Franoe still
who have these kind of animals
If he holds it more than four wo*
It
the
In
Amerloa
But
mareh.
the
on them sing on
have put an excessive valuation
after he has pulled the pin. The
onds
their
to
used
who
split
ohoir leaders
for other reaaons than real dairy merit,
third man of each ten was an expert
an throats trying to oarry "Coronation,"
aend such to the block and make
"China"
bomb thrower, equipped as lightly as
"Corinth,"
"Old
Hundred,"
bred
up
effort to keep their pnre-breds
the
innhave
"Meat"
beyond
breed.—H.
and
gone
the
possible to give him freedom of acto the beat standards of
set and left no saooeasors·
tion. He carried a few bombs himself,
Indiana.
8τ*ν*»β,
Η.
but the
supply was carried by
who was not to throw
the fourth
men
the
that
It Is Interesting to note
The average hen ontllvee her nsefulthird man became a

01
<a λ irnod plan to have awning·
or boards to g<
it is more profhoods of cheap muslin
oeee in two years, and
There are at
th< » I liable sent to market.
third and mm
time· good hena in the
limit is
the fourth year, hot the average
to
awalefi
two yean. Old hena are more likely

It*
kW^t^IuV'»^* thS kïïT

"OVER Tim

»

The Suffrage Campaign.

Editor Democrat:
A· one by one the forlorn argumenta
against woman suffrage are driven to
their lain, it would almost make an owl
laugh to see now and then one of them
stick ite head out and emit a dying gasp.
We rarely hear nowadays the onoe
familiar soream, "Woman's plaoe is the
home."
Logio of events proves that
millions of women have no homes, and
by the ruthlessness of war many more
can never have husbands,
homes and
Even without this counter
ohildren.
argument, anti-suffragists themselves
have been, and are, so exceedingly lively
In striding platform· and pulling wires,
that they have come to see that the less
said about "woman's place" the better
for themselves.
One day Mrs. Arthur
Dodge, then president of the National
Woman's Anti-Suffrage Society, in an
address in New York expatiated upon
the need of woman's services in the
home. The next day but one this same
preacher of "woman's plaoe" presided
at a meeting of the National Drama
League in St. Louis.
For two generations the supposedly
unanswerable argument against woman's
right to the ballot was that sbe conld
not fight.
Again the stern logic of
events. What are our women doing to
release men from peaceful occupations
that those men may fight? Read the
list of duties to which the nation calls

any unless the

casualty, In which case No. 4 was to
take his place. The third man also
carried a knob kerrie, a heavy bludgeon
to bt «tfl to

Ours were made by x.... .·
tag heavy steel nuta on a stout stick
of wood, a very businesslike contrivance. The fourth man, or bomb carrier, besides having a large supply of
Mills grenades, had smoke bombs, to
be used in smoking the Germane out
of dugouts and later, if necessary, in
covering our retreat, and also fumite
bombs. The latter are very dangerous
to handle. They contain a mixture of
petrol and phosphorous and weigh
three pounds each. On exploding they
release a liquid fire which will burn
the Lead.

through

ed them

right

over as soon as

they had

exploded. There wasn't a German in
sight They were all in their dugouts.
But we knew pretty well where every
dugout was located, and we rushed for
the entrances with our bombs. Everything seemed to be going Just as we
had expected It to go. Two Germans
ran plump into me as I was rounding
a ditch angle with a bomb in my hand.
They had their hands up, and each of

them

yelled:

steel

The fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth
in line were called utility men. They
were to take the places of any of the
first four who might become casualIn addition they carried two
ties.
Stokes gun bombs each. These weigh
nine pounds apiece, have six second
fuses and can be used in wrecking
dugouts. The ninth and tenth men
were sappers, carrying slabs of guncotton and several hundred yards of
instantaneous fuse. This explosive is
used in demolishing machine gun emplacements and mine saps. The sappers were to lay their charges while
we were at work In the trenches and
explode them as soon as our party was
far enough out on the return journey
to be safe from this danger. In addition to these parties of ten there were
three of us who carried bombs and had
orders to keep near the three officers,
to take the place of any one of them
that might go down and meanwhile to
use our ολνη judgment about helping
the jolly old party along. I was assigned one of the three.
In addition to the raiding party
proper there was a relay call across
No Man's Land at ten paces interval,
making a chain to show us our way
back, to assist the wounded and, in
case of opportunity or necessity, to reenforce us. They were ordered not to
leave their positions when we began
to come back until the last man of our
party had been accounted for. The
final section of our entourage was composed of twelve stretcher bearers, who
had been specially trained with us, so
that they would be familiar with the
treuch section which we were to raid.

The Raid and Its Result.
There

the trench. It seems silly to say It,
but 1 seemed to get some sort of satisfaction out of the realization that we
hat* lost the percentage -which we
might be expected to lose going over.
Now, it seemed, the rest of us were
safe until we should reach the next
phase of our undertaking. I heard directions given, aud I gave^some myself. My voice was firm. It surprised
me, and I felt almoflt calm. Our artillery had so torn up the German barb
wire that it gave us no trouble at all.
We walked through it with only a few
scratches. When we reached the low,
sandbag parapet of the enemy trench
we tossed in a few bombs and follow-

were

two

J0miga

which made

it possible for our raiding party to get
started across No Man's Land. One
was the momentary quickening of the
blood which follows a big and unaccustomed dose of rum, and the other

it 8eemed That the Whole Earth Behind Me Rose In the Air.

"Mercy, kamerad!"
I passed them back, to be sent to the
rear, and the man who received them
from me chuckled and told them to
The German trenches
move lively.
were practically Just as we had ex-

had

to find

practiced

that we had no

when it seemed that the whole earth
behind me rose in the air. For a mo·
ir.jnt I was stunned and half blinded
by dirt blown Into my face. When I
was able to see I discovered that all
which lay behind me was a mass of
upturned earth and rock, with here
and there a man shaking himself or
scrambling out of It or lying stllL
Just two minutes after we went into
their trench the Germans had exploded a mine under their parapet I have
always believed that In some way or
another they had learned what spot
we were to raid and had prepared for
Whether that's true or not one
us.
thing Is certain—that mine blew our
organization, as we would say in Kentucky, "plumb to h—1." And it killed
or disabled more than half of our
nnrf-r

Great Confusion.

There was much confusion among
those of us who remained on our feet.
Some one gave an order to retire, and
one

countermanded

it

More

him up and carried Ν®
parapet I took shelter with him in the first sheil hole, but
I found that he was dead and left him
there. A few yards farther back toward our line I found Lance Corporal
Glass in a sheU hole with part of his
hip shot away. He said he thought he
could get back If I helped him, and I
Private Hunter,
started with him.
who had been in a neighboring shell
hole, came to our assistance, and between us Hunter and I got Glass to
over the wrecked

sort of subconscious, mechunical
confidence In our undertaking, which
was a result of the scores of times we
had gone through every prearranged
movement in our practice duplicate
German trenches behind our lines.
Without either of those influences we
Bimply could not have left the shelter
and faced what was before us.
An intensified bombardment from
was η

our

guns

began just

as

soon as

we

had climbed "over the top'' and were
lining up for the journey across. "linterm.
ing up" le not Just a suitable
We were crawling about on all fours
Just far enough out in No Man's Land
to be under the edge of the German
shell fire and taking what shelter we
could in shell Jioles while our leaders
picked the way to start across. The
extra heavy bombardment had warned
the Germans that something was about
They sent up star shells
to happen.
S"
Ο
signals until there was
and "S
a glare over the torn earth like that
which you see at the grand finish of a
Tain's fireworks display, and meanwhile they sprayed No Man's Land
with streams of machine gun fire. In
the face of that we started.
It would be absurd to say that we

frightened. Thinking men
help but be afraid. If we
pallid, which undoubtedly we

not
could not

were

were

upon our faces

were, the black
but our fear struck voices

hid It,

were

not

They trembled and our
disguised.
teeth chattered
We sneaked out single file, making
our way from shell hole to shell hole,
nearly all the time on all fours, crawling quickly over the fiat places between
this small shelter. The Germane had

our front trench.

We found them lining up the

BU£yv*

of our party for a roll call. That
showed so many missing that Major
Lewis, formerly of the Montreal Star,
called for volunteers to go out in >o
Man's Land and try to find eome of
ors

Corporal Charleson, Priva*
Saunders and I went out. We brought
In two wounded, and we saw anumber
of dead, but on account of their blackened faces were unable to recognize
them. The scouts later brought in sevour men.

eral bodies.
Of the sixty odd men who had started in our party forty-three were found
to be casualtlee-kllled, wounded or
missing. The missing list was the
The names of those nu»
marked "m. b> k." (missing; believed
killed) on our rolls. I have
since that some few of them have been

ingest

wej

reported through Switzerland

oners

of

them are now

as

pris-

Germany, but most of
officially listed as dead.

war in

raldj?8

All of the survivors of tbe
were sent twenty miles to the
rear at 7 o'clock, and the noncommisofficers were ordered to make
reports in writing concerning the entire raid. I never slept more than an
hour at a time for several days and
nights. I would doie off from sheer
exhaustion ahd then suddenly find my-

Darty

ZeS

self sitting straight up, scared half
death all over again.
not sighted us, but they were squirting
There may be soldiers who wont
machine gun bullets ail over the place
scared when they taoW ***
get
promiscuously, like a man watering a in danger or even when Pe°Ple
lawn with a garden hose, and they log killed right around them, but ι
were bound to get some of us. Behind „ot one of them. And I've never met
me I heard cries of pain and groans,
a boy who
any of them yet I know
but it made little impression on my won the military cross in the battle of
benumbed Intelligence from the mere the Somme, and I saw him on hit
fact that whatever had happened had I knees before his platoon commander;
happened to one of the other sections shamelessly crying he was a coward
of ten and not to my own. It seemed,
to be left behind, Just
some way or other, no affair to con- when the order to advance was given.
me
of
cern me. Then a man In front
In this war In every offensive, big
doubled up suddenly and rolled into a or small, the man who has been trainshell hole. iThat simply made me re- ed to throw a boipb thirty yards is
member very clearly that I was not busier and more important Uian th
to stop on account of It It was some fellow with the modern rifle, whicn
one else's business to pick that man
a mile and a half and make

will shoot
through a house. k» a good
war has
many surprising ways this
sensation of fear and nervousness. carried us back to first principle. I

Next, according to the queer psychology of battle, I began to lose my
up.

After I saw a second man go down I
congave my attention principally to a
sideration of the irregularities of the
German parapet ahead of us, picking

TtihMMnilftJBMMLflBI jttt Oa ipt xlm

ws vsh to mtsr

less problematical. FrequentGermans have tossed our bombs

more or

ly tbe

trenches before they
dangerous and Irritating. They can't do that with a
Mills grenade or any of the Improved
factory made bombs, because tbe men
know just how they are timed and are
trained to know just how to throw
them. Then the Germans used to
work a little bomb trick of their own.
They learned that our scouts and raiders were all anxious to get a German
helmet as a souvenir. They'd put helmets on the ground In No Man's Land
or In an advanced trench with bombs
In several cases men
under them.
looking for souvenirs suddenly became
mere memories themselves.
In several raids when bombing was
new the Canadians worked a trick on
the Germans with extensively fatal effect.
They tossed bombs Into the
Germun treuclies with Hix inch fuses
attached. To the Germans they looked
Just like the other l>oml>s we had been
using, and, hi fact, they were—all but
the fuses. Instead of having failed
to continuo burning, as the Germans
thought, those fuses had never been
lighted. They were instantaneous fuses.
The ignition spark will travel through
an Instantaneous fuse at the rate of
thirty yards a second. A German would
pick up one of these bombs, select the
spot where he intended to blow up a
few of us with our own ammonal and
then light the fuse. After that there
had' to be a new man In his place.
The bomb would explode Instantly the
long fuse was limited.
The next day when I got up after
this disastrous raid my bunkie said:
"Something sure raised h— with our
back

Into

went off.

our

That was

calculations."

those automatic self cocking
revolvers did with a Kentucky wedding when some one made a remark
reflecting on the bride," I replied.
"As

The fourth article of this remarkable

Sergeant McCHntock takes part in the

picked

All Foure.

Bombing.

finding our way In them. I was Just greatest of all battles and tells of the
thinking that really the only tough hell of it. "The front in Belgium was
a rest sector in comparison with
part of the Job remaining would be really
it," he says. The extensive preparations
Land
Man's
No
across
back
getting
of the alliée for open warfare afterward

Germans came out of their dugouts,
but instead of surrendering as per our
original schedule they threw bombe
It became apparent: that
among us.
would be killed or captured il we
t,tuck there and that we wouldnt get
mymore prisoners. I looked at my
wrist watch and saw that there remained but Ave minutes more of the
Mme which had been allotted for our
stay in the trench, so I blew my whistle and started back. I had seen Pr
vate Green (No. 177,25») locked down
by α bomb in the next section, and I

on

Tricks of

When the Canadians first Introduced
bombing the bombs were Improvised
out of mess tins, the fuses were cut
according to the taste and judgment
of the individual bomber, and Just
when the bomb would explode was

them, according to our personal narrative will appear soon. It
sample. They were so nearly similar Is entitled:
to the duplicate section in which we
No. 4.—Shifted to the Somme.
trouble

pected

Bome

We Were Crawling About

It bad a round iron head,
section.
with spikes all over it I wonder that
they haven't started a factory to turn
them oat

a hole

a crusader's mace which I
in the British
would make a bang up knob kerrie,
much better than the kind witb which

remember

once saw

«««"J**

ftej κ» m fl* J omJfc * nrn

abandoned because of the failure of ex-

pected developments.

A Bonehead.
There are many things dropped In
the subway ticket chopper by absentminded riders besides the little piece
of pasteboard which entitles them to a
ride. An eccentric looking young man
and his particularly eccentric looking
wife hurried up to the door of α Broadway theater last night The man
reached into his pocket, handed the
doorman some tickets and, assisting
his wife before him, turned to receive
the stubs. "These are subway tickets,"
said the doorman. At the rate of two
pockets per second the young man
searched himself. Then he clapped his
hand on his forehead. "Good heavens,
Annie," he gasped, "I put the seats In
the subway!" And what Annie said
about boneheads was only heard by
herself.—New York Cor. Pittsburgh

Dispatch.

Watch For Your Chance·.

"Every young man has chances coming his way constantly; It is not a
question of having chances, but of recognizing chances when they come,"
6ays President Bedford of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey. "You

sometimes hear a fellow say, Ί had a
chance once, but didn't take It.' Never
mind the chance that is past; watch
out for the next one and qualify to be
able to seize It.
"Success that is worth while is, after
all, very largely a matter of plain,
everyday momllty combined with tremendous Industry and a deserved reputation for integrity and for fairness
toward the other fellow."—B. C. Forboe
in Leslie's.

Fragrant Wild Flower·.
Readers of the American Botanist
have been trying to decide which is
the most fragrant American wild flowthe subject
er, and their opinions on
exhibit remarkable diversity. In New
England the majority give flrst choice
wato the pink azalea, with the white
ter lily second. There are many votes
for tho trailing arbutus; but, as the
editor suggests, its fragrance Is doubtless overestimated owing to the fact
that it is the earliest fragrant wild
flower of spring. Other candidates for
the first place are the partridge berry,
the common locust, horned bladderwort
a
(of which John Burroughs says, "In
warm moist

atmosphere the odor is alyellow jessamine,

most too strong"),

spotted wlntergreen and
magnolias.

some of the

Don't CroM Your Leg·.
"Every time a man crosses hie liti
ne gives bin heart that much extra
work to' do," says William Moldooo.
"You know what happens to a stream
of water when you squeeze the garden
hose."
This widely known physical instructor attaches great Importance to proper breathing. He told me of the trouble he had in making John L. Sullivan
breathe properly, and he dwelt on the
barm that numbers of Americans do
themselves (witness the prevalence οt
catarrhal affections) by the bad habit
of mouth breathing.
"Keep your mouths shut Breathe
through your nostrils," he is alwayt
saying to his patients.
If the nostrils are stopped up he explains how they may be made to function properly by simple cleansing ablu·
tions, and he insists that these be performed regularly.
"We need Altered air Just as we need
filtered water, and the nose is our
Tou boys v. ant to remember
filter.

that"—Exchange.

Τr«ee In Pari·.
Taris maintains a municipal nursery
where expert care and attention are
given young trees. The forestry department of the city government is as
well organized as the public health or
street cleaning department and its

stuff Is selected carefully.
From the duy it Is set out In a public
square or street each tree bears a distinct ldeutlty of ltd own and Is the special ward of an expert gardener. Men
who tend the trees have regular route·
like lamplighters or policemen.
Every tree is numbered, and a record
of Its development and its condition la
kept—Its state of health, the dates on
which trimming or pruning is necessary and all other details.
The height of each tree must bear a
harmonious relation to second and third
story windows, and, more Important,
Its position so far as heat, light and
wind exerclso lnlluences upon it is

studied.—Kansas City Journal..

Keep the Maehlne In R«pair,
Think for a moment A man who
would no more ruii his motorcar oa
deflated tires or with sand in the gear
box than he would use sulphuric acid
for motive power will keep going right
on at his business when the tread of
his own physical mechanism Is flattening out and the gear box of bis mind
Is filling with the wrong kind of grit
The lmpatleut optimism that shakes
off a vague oppression with the assurance "I'll be all right tomorrow" has
had

as

much to do with

out the list of

bankrupts

lengthening

as

any other

thing that could be named. You can't
correct a bad condition by persisting in
the things that cause It You will only
make it worse. You can easily enough,
if you are obstinate enough, make it so
much worse that it will "be the death
of you," or, anyway, put you out of
business.

Catalogue Your Books.

Have you ever made an alphabetical
list of the books in your library?
Why not do it?
Either by title or author, but better
by both.
A blank book will answer, but carde
are better for the purpose.
It Is a great Joy to watch the number grow and the only practical way to
know Just what you have on your own
shelves.
Thoreau called books "the treasured
wealth of the world," and it were well
for us to know at least how much of
this treasure we possess.—Exchange.

Why Plate· Are Round.
All our plates are circular In shape.
Now, a square or oval plate would be
just as couveiileiit. Is there any reason
why plates should be of their present
shape? It seems that if we dip Into the
far past we may discover the cause.
Our remote ancestors ate their food off
flat pieces of wood cut from a tree
trunk. The tree trunk being cylindrical
in shape, the earliest plates were therefore roughly circular, and the shape
baa been used ever since.
He Had the Real Klok.
"Don't seem to be a very good day
for fish," remarked the man on the
bank to the angler who bad sat for
four hours, without a nibble.
"Oh, I don't know," replied the fisher"I don't see why the flab
man calmly.
should complain. I'm the one who
ought to kick."
Corn of Guatemala.
Guatemala's annual corn production
amounts to about 6,000,000 qulntala of
104.4 pounds each. This suffices for domestic consumption only, as corn ia the
most Important food in that country.
Beans rank next in importance as A
national food.

"But,

Golden Wedding·.
things have

papa,

changed

since you were young."
"Yes, they have. Folks used to wait
fifty years for a golden wedding, bat
now they demand it at the start.**
Her Gain.

Mrs. Jones—Does your husband remember your wedding anniversary?
Mrs. Smith—No; so I remind him of
It in January and June and get two

Village Life In China.
village life is essentially
democratic, almost communisitc. There
for cenare not today—have not been
presents.—Harper's Bazar.
turies—feudal lords or even great landlords. It Is α country of peasant proDangeroue Moonlight.
prietors, clan government, with practiMoonlight most intense sometlmee
and
cally all the men of middle age
causes sore eyes in Cuba, and the navoice
over in a community having equal
tives navigate and perambulate with
and authority in local affairs, with land umbrella and paraluna.
split up smaller and more equally than
in any other country in the world.
Chinese

Revising an Old Saying.
The old saying that where there's
holds good,
a will there's a way still
with certain restrictions, but the modboth
ern way of doing things demands
will and skill. The individual who posfind the
sesses both these virtues will

road to success comparatively
less.—Bakers' Weekly.

Φ
♦

♦
Φ

PRACTICAL HEALTH HINT·.

Care ef Babies.
An authority on children's dlsΦ
♦ eases makes the following usethorn- φ fui "do not" suggestion in caring
for babies:
Do not sneeze or cough in the
Φ

φ baby's face,
Do not kiss the baby on the
φ
as
would
Those who do it always
mouth or allow any one else to
Φ
soon think of being conceited of eating Φ do so.
their dinner as of doing their duty. Φ
Do not fall to protect the baby's
What honest boy would pride himself Φ eyes from bright light
who
on not picking a pocket? A thief
Do not raise the baby withΦ
was trying to reform would.—George Φ out supporting its back.
Macdonald.
Do not allow the baby to go
Φ
φ even one day without a bowel
Φ movement
Contradictory.
Do not excite the baby during
Φ
"What did Blank say about met"
Φ or Immediately after nursing.
"That yon owed him $10."
Do not forget thai vomiting Is
"Why, the lying scoundrel! Well, he Φ
caused from overfeeding,
I
φ
now.
usually
his
for
money
whistle
can just
Do not forget that diseases of
won't pay him one cent till I get good φ
Φ the eye can be prevented by
Transcript
and

Doinj Your Duty.

ready.—Boston

A Household Jewel.
"Is your netT1 maid competent?"
"Very. She can even fool agents
and peddlers into believing that she's
mistress of the house." Pittsburgh
—

Pitas.

ς.-.

—-

—μ

ρ

Φ scrupulous care.
Do not forget that out of every
Φ
Φ 100 breast fed babies seven die

Φ In the first year and that out of
φ every 100 bottle fed babies thirty
φ die in the first year.
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SECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.

ISSUED TUESDAYS.

South Paris, Maine, August

A.

M. ATWOOD.

G BOKO Ε

21, 1917

Proprietor*.

Editors ami

qoarters:

dozen sllnge.
S dozen abdominal bandage·.
S dozen Tbaadage·.
90 dozen handkerchief·.
90 dosen substitute handkerchiefs.
19 dozen eye bandage·.
4 dozen nurse·' ml tie.
4 dozen baaawood ipllnte.
4 dozen bandage·.
100 napkin·.
91 tractate pillows.
196 oakum pad·.
90 comfort pillow·.
89 pairs eerrloe socks.
9

FORBES,

&

ATWOOD

We«t Parts.
Sinoe the organization of the loo»! Bed
Croat meeting· have been held two or
three time· weekly at Grange Hall* and
work baa been accomplishconsiderable
ALL
IN
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK
ed. Lut week there wu sent to ne*d-

THE OXFORD BEARS.

ESTABLISHED ISS.

K. FOBBKS.

ranee.
ΓκκΜβ :—91.50 a year If paid strictly In ad
Otherwise fi.00 a year. Single copie* 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
Advkxtiskmknts
for $1 JO
are riven three consecutive Insertions
conper Inch la length of column. Special
and yearly
tracte made with local, transient
advertiser».
electric
Job Pvmtixo j—New type, rast presses,
and low pricee
power, experienced workmen
busioar
of
this
make
to
department
con. jfae
ness complete and popular.
—

Paris MIL
first Baptlet Church,
tor.
Preaching ney

#

Ββτ. β. W.

Sunday at 10:4δ A- M.
Sabbath evening ββττίοβ
Thursday evening at
the last Friday befo re
the "let Sunday of the month at 2 :S0
not otherwise oonnected axe oordlallr .Ιητηβα.
Sunday School at U.

at 7 Si.
Prayer Meeting
7 -JO
Covenant Meeting

Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce went Saturday to Boston, where Mr. Pierce li atof the
tending the national encampment
Grand Army of the Republic thii week.
Founder's Day, Aug. 28, will be
observed by opening the library to visitors from 4 to 5 P. M.
At the annual meeting of the Library
Association the following officer· were
elected:
Pres.—Mr·. H. D. Hammond.
Vloe-Piea.—Mrs. John Pierce.
Treas.—Mn. J. C· Camming·.

Moat

generously

have

people responded

to the need expressed of money for local
nse and the following amount has been

received:

· 4.06
Collection when organised
5.00
Pine Cone Club
5*28
...·.·.···
W C Τ υ.
Grace Brock's school, Snow's Fails.—.... 2.00
51
»
Parts
High School, Wert
*00
Earnest Workers
5.00
Knlgfats of Pythias, Bryant Pond
100
Miss Getchell, Boston
1°·°°
July dance
5.00
Sumner
Pleasant Pond Grange,
,.

········»>··

Mr.. ». h.
$70.88
Jaduon, Mr·. U. H. Ueald.
amount asked for war fond was
Mrs. L. C. Smiley of South Pari· led The
Single copiée of Thk Democrat areoffour cents
which was raised.
price by the
each. They will be mailed on receipt
singing at the Universalis church $400, I. S. Macduff of Canton, Mass.,
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
Rev.
and sang two solos, one of
on Sunday,
been
have
issue
placed
each
of
■ingle copies
pastor of the Unlversalist
•ale at the following places in the County :
which, "Ob, Lord, Remember Me," ii a
Mrs. Mor- church here, is the guest of Mrs. L. C.
the
of
Howard'· Drug Store.
South Parle,
organist,
composition
ShurtleflTs Drug Store.
Miss Macduff's pastorate was
Bates.
ton, which is still in manuscript, though
Noyes Drug Store.
Norway,
a period of five years, and many old
for
be
to
soon
published.
Stone's Drug Store.
her most oordial greetings
A. L. Newton, Postmaster.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Richer and sous friends give
Buckfleld,
Helen R Cole, Post OQlce.
1'arts Hill,
and daughter Har- on her yearly visits in our village.
Fred
and
Jr.,
Harry
White.
T.
Samuel
West Paris,
Dr. and Mrs. Taylor and daughter
riet of Turner called on Dr. M. M.
Taylor of Boston are gaests at
Houghton Sunday, while on au auto ride. Frances
Coming Events.
Dr. M. M. Houghton goes to the Cen- J. R. Tucker's.
Mrs. I. L. Bowker of Portland spent
tral Maine General Hospital Tuesday to
Associa- consult the physicians and for treat- Thursday and Friday with her parents,
County
of
Oxford
day
Aug.21—Field
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Tuell.
tion, Order of the Eastern Star, Norway.
ment.
Mrs. Pbila Shedd remains quite poorly.
Aug 27-Sept. 1—Eastern Maine fair, Bangor.
Knickerbocker
A.
Mrs.
C.
and
Rev.
Sept. 3-6-Malne Slate fair, Lewlston.on amendMrs. Abbie Farnum Hook is helping to
Mrs.
and
Mr.
vote
to
Misa
election
little
state
Constance,
and
Sept. 10—Special
ments to the constitution.
0. A. Thayer and Mrs. Johc Pierce care for her, and Mrs. J. W. Cummings
Mrs. Shedd's son
Sept. 11-13-Ox ford County fair.Andover.
made an auto trip to New Hampshire is the night nnrse.
North
fair,
27—Oxford
2b,
Septare
last week to visit Jarvis M. Thayer and Will Shedd and wife of Portland
Oct. 2-*—West Oxford fair, Fryeburg.
SUCLf COPIES.

formerly

William Tell Flour.
Remington U. M. C.
L. L. Merchant Λ Co.
Automobile Snow Attachment.
Foster's Suit Sale.
Real Texas Shoe Sa'.e.
August Clearance Sale.
Beans Threshed and Winnowed.
Warrant for Special State Election.
1 feel Like a New Man.
Doan's Kllney Fills.
Charles Κ Merrill.
Six Reasons Why Farmers' Wives Should Vote.
Parkers Hair Balsam.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Insurance or Pensions?

before congress measures prepared by the administration providing for insurance o! soldiers, which
it is said are designed to take the place
of the present pension system with its
more or less uncertain features and its
possible and actual abuses.
Without knowledge of the details of
the plan, it may be said briefly that if it
There

are now

provides suitably

permanent
bis dependents it

for

the

relief of the soldier or
a
may be advisable and beneficent. In
the
before
be
us,
which
war
may
long
the
recompense of disabled soldiers and
care of the dependents of those who
lose their lives, will be one of the heaviest of the charges which will be laid
upon us, and may under our pension
system grow to enormous tigures.

On the other hand, if the plan provides for the payment of a lump sum to
the soldier or bis dependents, and makes
no provision for the future welfare of
those who through misfortune or even
their own untbriftiness or folly shall
lose what the country has paid them, it
Our
will not be permanently accepted.
present policy is that our soldiers who
have given their lives or bodies for us,
and those dependent upon them, shall
never come to want or pauperism. That
policy is too well settled to allow a
departure from it.

Harry Lauder's Choice.
(Boston Herald.)
The

song

little Scot, whose voice in

genial
strangely awakens laughter

so

or

the mood whence tears start, has
been to the front. The troubadour has
turned pilgrim to a shrine. And at the
wooe

the swaethearted voice of the
singer has broken into sobs—then sounded words stripped bare of music. It is
of those words that we speak. For they
are rich with harmonies deeper than the
range of any voice's magic. They open
where the human spirit
the depths
listens instead of singing—listens to
song other than its own.
shrine

Harry

Lauder,

according

to an

au-

thoritative account now published on
this side of the war-smitten Atlantic,
tore himself away from bis exacting engagements to go over to France and
sing among the soldiers at the front
When he appeared along the battle lines
they could scarcely believe that the
jaunty little figure moving among them
the real Lauder,
But when be
was
sang—they doubted no more. The
soldiers went wild with delight. How
they listened when he stopped singing
and simply talked!
His talk was not merely
pleasing
chatter. He spoke the language of a
man whose dowering heart had granite
under its sunny soil. Then he sang for
them again. The German batteries got
There
the range of the listening crowd.
was a scattering for shelter from the
whizzing, crashing shells. And then
the singing voice rang out again.' Who
can fully conceive what such dauntlessness meant, there in such surroundings,
and every man knowing what the singer
bad suffered himself?
When he hat) ministered thus to men
still fighting, Harry Lauder hied him
away to the grave of a youth who had
fought with them and had fallen there.
It waa marked—just over a ridge—by a
small cross. In it lay the form of bis
The
laddie—his own, and only obiid.
father knelt, "lay upon the grave and
clutched it while his body shook,"
uttered a brief prayer—then went back
to the men at the battle line saying:
"I will sing to them this afternoon
though my heart break." And sing be
did!

Songless August.

(Chicago Evening Poet )
Once upon a time when we had something to say about August we spoke of
Almost
it as nature's silent month.

instantly

we

reproved by readers
August the locusts and

were

who said that in

their kin made the
month noisy if not musical.
Confess
some

dozens

of

edly, when we wrote of August as the
silent month we were thinking of birds,
not bugs.

The song sparrow, the red-eyed vireo
and sometimes the ovenbird try to take
from August its value as a synonym for
silence, but of what account is the music
of three when their thousand fellows
refuse to sing.
August is the molting month, and
molting is a painful process. The birds
do not feel like singing, and, mostly,
they do not sing, but it is highly probable that they would not even if nature
was not insisting on a change of feathers.
The nesting season is the time of
song, and nearly all the birds are
through with their home joys when
August comes. This year in the early
days of the month some few of the birds
usually silent will be heard. The reason
I· that the season is late. Housekeeping
was pushed forward because roofs were
likely to leak.
August, however, for its main part
It is the
will bold its silence record.
midseason, and it shows forth together
some of the beauties of summer and fall.
The belated rose blossoms wltb the
early aster, and the goldenrod stands
between. August bas neither the full
zlory of burning July nor the cool
September, but it shares in some small
part of the glories of each.
Here aid There.
It is to be hoped that the food control
bill, so oalied, will as predicted bring ua
cheaper coal at some time and to some
extent.
Bnt even if it fixe· things so
that we can get coal at some price when
we need it, something will be gained.
What is rarer than » day In August?
For sometimes even thee we get perfect

day·.

Ten dollars and oosta for each proprietor, even onoe a week, will stop Sonday amusements at Old Orchard about
as fast a· a hundred dollars and coeta
one· a year uaed to «top liquor selling
In the Maine oittw.

[I

I

SHamea

I

Bryut'i Pood.
oorn ihop are

In prograaa and workmen are getting the plant
ready for the aeaaon'a baaineai. The
acreage of oorn ti below the average, bnt
the oonditlon of orop is reported at good
at this time.
▲Iden Chue haa leased the lower tenement of the Monntfort house, and A. L.
Hayford of Tamworth la temporarily
occapying the Georgia Hayden residence.
Rev. W. H. Clark of Auburn la supplying at the Baptist ohnroh during the
absence of the pastor. Sanday evening
Mr. Clark entertained the parish with a
lectnre on Jerusalem.
Mrs. Bacbel H. Edwards, one of the
oldest ladies of our town, died at the
home of her son, William Andrews,
Aug. 13tb. She was born May 26, 1830,
the third ohild of Caleb and Susannah
(HatbawayJ Perry, who resided for some
She
years in the western part of Paris.
married first, Jesse Andrews of Woodstook. Six children were born of this'
marriage, all now dead except William
The husband
P. of South Woodstock.
In 1877 she married,
died in 1874.
second, Reuben H. Edwards of Paris.

Repairs at the

Ζ. L MERCHANT &.C0.
We are sorry we could not give you our usual prompt
service Saturday, Dollar Day, the opening day of our tn.
niversary sale. *We frankly admit that your response to
advertisement announcing this sale
much for us, even with a double force of

our

3r

We wish

Bicycle Bargains.

be closed ont
Three second hand machines to
at once. All In A1 condition.
$ 9Λ0
Coaater Brake Bicycle,
One 24-lnch Frame
"
"
1M0
«
"
One 22-lnch
"
"
"
1000
·'
\
One 20-lnch
10.00
23
Rifle,
One Remington Repeating
For sale at

and to add that the sale

Going to Buy Now
or Wait and Pay More?

you will

surely

buy Clothing.

pay much

years ago $1.00 will only buy
ent

prices.

it is for your

cent

own

You

can

protection

to

at

advance in

advance in cotton, 25 per

labor in three years.

with three

40c worth of wool

More than 50 per

cent

150 per

If you put it off

Compared

more.

cent

easily see
buy now.

pres-

wool,

advance in

how necessary

up.

Clothing

AND

and

SOUTH PARIS,

etc.,

follow»:

as

LADIES' AND MISSES' COATS AND SUITS,
what we have left of these summer garments are priced at
one-third to one-half less than the regular low price.

CHILDREN'S COATS, sizes,
marked down

now

to one-half

ages 3 to 14 years,

price.

LADIES' DRESSES, one lot muslin and gingham
put in at one-fourth to one-half the regular
price and for some of them only half price is asked.
dresses

MIDDIE BLOUSES all marked down
third off the regular low price.
this

CHILDREN'S DRESSES,
suitable for immediate

"

one-

mostly gingham,

new

school

or

season

reduced

fully

greatly

wear at

prices.

SILK DRESSES all marked down and
priced at 1-4 to 1-3 off and on some of them

are

reduction is made.
SHIRT

regular 98c
to

WAISTS,

and

$1.19

one

lot of waists

waists marked at

now

greater

a

front counter,
69c and 79c each.
on

WOOL DRESS SKIRTS all marked down from
33 per cent, of! the low prices.

WASH DRESS SKIRTS, what
white and colored wash skirts go in

have left of the

we

greatly

at

prices.

10

reduced

GINGHAMS, one lot Bates and other standard makes
lengths of 2 to 10 yard pieces that are worth 17c
priced at only 12 I-2C per yard will cut larger pieces.

in short
and

GINGHAMS,

20c

and 25c,

small lot 32 inches wide, actual value
15c and 17c per yard while they last.

priced

at

LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS, all linen, i-S inch

hem, special

value at

each, priced

10c

3 for 25c.

MUSLINS, HAMBURGS and INSERTION'S, one
lot assorted patterns and widths priced at about one-half

price.
each

only

FILET LACE AND INSERTION, three pieces
ι 1-2 to 2 inches wide, actually worth 10c, priced at
5c per

yard.

HANDKERCHIEFS, special values,

or 20c

EVERSHARP
one

lot zc each

One lot men's 5c hatidkerclrefs

per dozen.

per dozen.

SHEARS,

one

Adjustable-Detachable-Self-

inch

8

45c

TENSION SPRING

PATENT

lot

at

Sharpening Shears that are actually worth 50c
at only 19c per pair while they last.

priced

and

STAMPED GOODS, one lot of these goods put in
at about half price and some of them at less than half price.

Toilet Goods
than half

price

at less

preparations

DONALD RICHARDS' toilet
to close out.

BULK PERFUMES in Plum Blossom, Lily of the
Valley, Crab Apple, Bouquet Dream, Lilac, Lavender,
Violet, Rose and Carnation Pink that are sold for 50 and

75c

an

ounce,

now

out.

priced

at

only 19c

SACHET POWDERS that

price now only

10c

per

package.

PERFUMES in bottles that
and 25c,

now

were

priced only

5 and

ALL OF DONALD

are

10c

per

make the

we

25c,

regularly

sold

10

at

each.

RICHARDS' toilet prepara-

including bath powder and tooth powder that
25c, we price 10c and all 50c articles priced 19c.

tions

close

ounce to

sells

at

let and

Sandalwood,

IOC.

a

regular 15c powder, priced

at

only

./ο·?..

Reserve

NORWAY.

HOT WEATHER WEEDS !
leading brands
15c to 50c Per Can
All the

Τoilet

in the recovery of business
from the adverse conditions following the outbreak of
the European War, and is still helping to
keep business
on an even keel.
This system, with its immense resources, is a tower
of strength to the Banks which are members of it, and
will assist them in any financial requirements which
they
may be called upon to meet.
By depoaiting yonr money with αι yon
ΓβοβΙτβ tbe protection and the new facilities
which onr memberahip in the system enable·

na to offer yon.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
Norway, Haine

Does It Benefit Me?"

gyga.

is the leader

Waters

A variety of odore

important part

CASTORIAFniiftiartcwk

Powders

Talcum

BOUQUET JEANICE

Banking System

booklet,4'How

MAINE

Furnishings

Confidence in the Federal

Send for

coats and suits we

NOBWAY,

BOYS1

F. H. NoyesCo.

an

summer

dresses, waists,

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

MEN'S

played

the

ARMOURS' TALCUM POWDER, Carnation, Vio-

At present our prices are practically
what they were one year ago. Better look
us

on

ODD LOTS OF MERCHANDISE, several small
lots of goods to be cleaned up at not more than half price
and on some things a greater reduction is made.

Are You

to

Final Reduction

Notice of Foreclosure.

—-BLUE STORES

You will have

many

have left and many of the

Sooth Paris, Me.
Opp. Stone Church.
AO**

In
Whereas Ernest A. Swlcker, late ot Bethel,
of Maine, now
the County of Oxford and State
deceased, by hie mortgage deed dated June 2d,
of
1915, recorded In the Oxford County Beglstry
me the
Deeds, book 829, page 388. conveyed to In said
undersigned, certain real estate situated
as follows,
Bethel and bounded and described
to wit:—
A certain lot or parcel of land situated In
Bethel aforesaid ana bounded and described as
of
follows, vis. .-—Beginning on the easterly side
the County Road leading from West Bethel to
O.
Albany past what was formerly the Elbridge
Wheeler homestead farm, at the point where the
southerly line of what was formerly the E. O.
Wheeler pasture (now owned by said Tyler) Intersects said road on the easterly side! thence
easterly on what was formerlv said Wheeler's
Une (now line of land of said Tyler) and continuing to follow said line In Ua different turns and
courses to line of land formerly of Alpheus S.
Bean (now owned by said Tyler); thence continuing westerly on line of said Bean land to
Uneofland formerly of D. B. Grover, now
owned by Horace E. Walker; thence northerly
and westerly on linn of «aid Walker land to aald
road ; thence on said road southerly about fourteen rods to a stake and stones; thence continuland
ing westerly across said road on line ofline
of
formerly owned by said Grover and on
land of Wllford L. Bobbins to a corner: thence
a
to
said
Bobbins
of
of
land
northerly on line
stake and stones; thence westerly on line of land
forland
formerly of Olive S. Grover to line of
merly of John Barker (now owned by said Bobbins); thence northerly and westerly on what
wan formerly said Barker's line (now line of
said Robblns) to line of land now or formerly of
George D. Morrill; thence northerly and easterly on line of land formerly of D. B. Grover
following eald line In Its course to line of land
formerly of Edward 8. Smith (now owned by
one Tyler) ; thence southerly and then easterly
said
on what was formerly line of land to
to
line of land formerly of E. G.
Smith
Helen
said
owned
Wheeler (now
by
L. Tyler);
thence continuing easterly on
what was formerly said Wheeler's line (being
line of the Llewellyn Grover piece, so-called) to
said road ; thence northerly on said road about
four rods to the point of beginning. The above
bounded premises being the same conveyed to
Leon H. Tyler by Albert W. Grover by deed
dated January lGth, 1898, and recorded In Ox·
ford County Registry of Deeds, Book 284, page
260. Excepting and reserving all right of the
public In and to any ways passing over said
premises and also excepting and reserving all
rights and rights of wav which are named and
reserved In said deed of Albert W. Grover to
said Leon H. Tyler.
Also another parcel of land situated In said
Bethel and known as the Llewellyn D. Grover
piece and adjoining the above bounded parcel,
and bounded easterly by said road, westerly by
said land formerlv owned by said Smith, northerly bv the Shaw Meadow, so-called, owned by
said Helen L. Tyler: southerly by the parcel
Said parcel being the
first herein bounded.
parcel last named and described in deed of
Flora J. Wheeler et al. to Leon H. Tvler, recorded In eald Registry Book 276, page 91.
Also another piece or parcel of land situated
In said Bethel, and known as the McAllister
piece, and bounded northerly byland formerly
of Daniel Morrill and land of Thomas Bnrris:
easterly by said road ; southerly by the parcel
last above named and described, formerly owned
by aald E. G. Wheeler; westerly by land of
George D. Morrill. Said parcel being the same
parcel, In part, conveyed to Leon H. Tyler by
Augustus J. McAllister by deed dated Nov.
80th, 1897, recorded In aald Beglstry, Book 262,
page 204, and being all of aald parcel excepting
what has heretofore been sold to Daniel Morrill.
And whereas the condition of said Mortgage
has been broken; Mow, therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a
Itch! Itch I Itcb|—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch! foreclosure of said mortgage.
The more you scratch, the worse the Itch. Try
Dated August 16th, 1917.
Doan's Ointment. For eczema, any skin itching.
HELEN L. TTLEB.
60c a bo*.
84 36

public for

things STILL CON-

on

TINUES.

Mrs. Lillian M. McGinley,

old J. T. Stetson

given

thank the

to

to our

Stock Adjustment Sale

Small's Cycle Repair Shop,
Jlalne.

occurred the marriage of

homestead,

take this occasion

simply was too
salespeople, but

Annual Anniversary and

SPECIAL SALE

worthy cause.
On Aug. 12th at the

to

the generous response

South Paris.
Stony Brook Road,
Bast Sumner.
The "Girls' Eight Weeks Club,"
formed for the purpose of raising 1100
in eight weeks' time for the Red Cross,
Have just received a new lot of
is.meeting with good success thus far.
Hats to be sold at great reSociables and entertainments with small Stylish
admission fees, and lawn parties with duction prices.
games played attract good patronage.
All seem willing to do their bit in aid of
a

to serve you better another time.

hope

31-43

Mr. Ezra H. Stetson and Mrs. Louise B.
Mr.
Wlnslow by W. H. Eastman, Esq.
Stetson is of the well known firm of
Stetson & Heald, shoe manufacturing
company of South Weymouth, Mass.,
and one of four sons of the late Josiah
and Cynthia A. Stetson of East Sumner.
The other sons are J. Walter Stetson,
Auburn, Herbert E. Stetson, Montana,
Charles H. Stetson, Nashville, Tenu. Of
the three daughters in this family,
Matilda Merrill of South Paris died a
few years ago, Bacbel W. is the wife of
God's wav Is best.
W. H. Eastman, and Lilla, the youngest,
!
MIDDLE 1NTEBVÀLE.
Out In the fight, or on picket,
is the wife of Fred S. Palmer and lives
Stand firm and true;
1 J. H. Carter, Jr., has returned to bis
This Is the work which your Master
the home farm. A family highly
I work at Latuque, Quebec, altera mouth's on
Gives you to do."
respected that made a success in life.
I
with
his
and
father
here.
stay
of
Ox
West Bethel is still on the map
family
Erneet Stetson is moving bis houseford oounty, but the place has aeldon ,1 Ο. B. Farwell from East Bethel was hold goods to his rent over the store.
here
buying eggs.
been mentioned in the Democrat during
The Girls1 Club enjoyed an outing
the illness of the regular correspondent I A. Merrtll from East Bethel wae here recently at Bear Pond, Hartford.
I
Good weather for the growing crops recently looking for cows and calves.
Ben Bisbee returned last week from a
! Mrs. Mary Capen spent a day with her
Blueberries are beginning to ripen.
trip to Buffalo, Ν. Y., where he purI
eon
and
family.
Beautiful abowera during the paa ;
a fine touring car of the Haroome
I Mise Marjory Farwell is here at her chased
week.
make. Henry Bipley accompanied him
Raspberries have been plentiful anc I ! old home on Farwell Hill.
as chauffeur.
Mrs. Cora Sherwood and children from
L. B. Heald and B. 0. Saunders propickers numerous.
Potatoes and beans now promise ι JKeene, Ν. H., are at her old home here pose to attend the G. A. R. encampI with Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Farwell.
bountiful yield.
ment at Boston this week.
Many farmers are still engaged in hay I The Osgoods have relatives from away.
Millie
Mrs.
Clark
has
on
been
visiting
West Sumner.
iDg when the weather is fair.
Edgar Brigga visited his brother Elber t I Bolt Hill.
Bisbee is critically ill.
Dr.
Sylvester
!
A
man
from
in Albany the first of the week.
Albany is working for H. Ivan
Staples, the attending physician,
Mrs. Nina Crouse spent last week wit) \ IL. Powers at the old Oliver farm.
! Β. W. Kimball has returned home advises bim to go to Portland to consult
her husband in Pownal.
a specialist.
With three stores in this village n< ) I from the place where he has been work·
Rev. C. G. Miller gave an able and
IIDK·
butter was in market Tuesday.
eloquent sermon Sunday at the UniverEthel L. Allen came home from Cam .1 Master Lawrence Kimball is working salist cburcb. We are
sorry to learn be
bridge, Masa., laat week to apend a ahor II at Poplar Tavern at Newry.
will be able to come only two more SunI
Harold
Bennett
was
at
here
Mra
Mr.
and
with
her
recently
vacation
parente,
days.
I the Carter house.
L E. Allen.
Ân auto party from here Sunday went
Alice
Gunther
Miss
is
i
ι
of
Nebraaka
Anderson
Mr.
Rev.
working for to
Augusta, consisting of Mrs. James
H.
Mrs.
J.
Jr.
11
In
am
Carter,
holding meetings Union Church,
Charlie Ryerson and Mrs.
Boswortb,
Mrs.
Grace
Buck
her
a
with
spent day
is very well liked by his hearers of al 11
Inez C. Bisbee.
I
on
Farwell
Hill.
parents
denominations.
Leroy Bisbee of Dixfield made bis
The Abbott girls are visiting their
Mra. Sarah J. Brown is in very poo:
father a short visit.
health, and is under the treatment ο f I parents on Swan's Hill.
Many have not got through haying.
Shi > I Frank Osgood is working at the Carter
Dr. J. A. Twaddle of Bethel Hill.
Gus Farrar is on the sick list.
is watched over and cared for by be r I Mansion.
W. T. Bisbee is not nearly so well.
Clarence Annie Is working at the
slater, Mrs. Elalna Coffin, who Is 78 year ι
of age, and they live alone.
(Carter house.
Oxford.
Cbarlee Glldden was here recently at
Albert Parrott and family and Mrs.
I the Carter Mansion.
North Buckfield.
! L. U. Bartlett has bought a nice look- Thomas Roberts and son are at E. J.
Hay pressors are in this vicinity.
Parrott's.
W. Heald visited his sister, Mrs. M. A I ing pair of bay horses from Auburn.
Miss Metcalf of E. Hartford, Conn., is
Powers
is
H.
L.
a camp on
building
las
in
South
Sturtevant,
Royalton, Vt.,
Mrs. M. I. Corning at Highfields.
I
where
he
is
visiting
the
land,
Cummings
going
week.
Miss Pearl has gone to the Beeches,
Harold Bartlett Is
Mrs. Persia Nutting is visiting Mrs. M I to log this winter.
Paris Hill, and Mrs. Weatherby and son
Ί helping him.
A. Warren.
left on Monday..
Al Gammon bas been cutting Mra I J. H. Carter, Sr., has a nice looking
Rev. Mr. MacKay and wife are at West
I bay colt and also a yearling colt.
Florence Heald'a bay.
with his two brothers.
A. W. Spauldlng and Leila Spauldini >1 C. A. Capen has bought a good looking Everett, Mass.,
Miss Hattie Andrews spent the week
I bay mare from Auburn.
are visiting in Maaaacbuaett8.
at Poland Empire Camp Grounds.
Mra. Ε. M. Holmea spent Tueada; r Ι Ε. M. Carter has bought a nice lookMr. Horace Rioh died Aug. 15th.
I ing pair of bay maree from Lewiaton.
with Mrs. Hersey Warren.
Bert Gerriah of the United Statea nav; , I Mrs. W. W. Chase has sold her cows
Harsh phyaics react, weaken the bowels, will
I and oxen.
baa been at home on a furlough.
lead to chronic constipation. Doan's Begulete
a
heifer
reL.
Stevens
lost
nice
C.
;
Έ
at
Ella
waa a recent
operate e&dUy. 30c a box at all stores.

new home at Pembroke. with her.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Barden, Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Augustus S. Thayer of
and
Portland were week-end guests at 0. A. Dexter Gray, Mies Agnes Gray
Earle Bacon motored to Ferry Beach
Thayer's.
Laura
Albion K. Parris of Washington, D. Sunday with J. W. Cummings.
Dunham of South
C., is the guest of his cousin, Hon. Edw. Barden and Nora
train.
L. Parris. Mr. Parris is a grandson of Paris went down on the
Mr. and Mrs. Η. T. Bacon, Augustus
one of Maine's famous governors and
He also has a Bacon and Clara Bacon went to Lisbon
bears the same name.
Falls a week ago Sunday in Ralph Bacon's
son and grandson that bear the names
car to visit Mrs. Charlotte Bacon Packard
of Albion K. Parris.
Augustus L. Crocker of Minneapolis, and family.
Mrs. Mary Peckover and daughter
Minn., is the guest of bis sister, Mrs.
are guests of
Mira C. Snow, at the old homestead Helen of Lawrence, Mas·.,
A. J. Rieker,
Mrs. Snow went to Boston to Mrs. Peckover's brother,
here.
meet her brother and accompany him and family.
Earle Bacon is recovering from a few
to Paris.
Miss Josephine Cole returned Satur- days' illness.
Edwin Watkins of Drnmmondville,
day from an outing with a party of
P. Q., is visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. W.
friends at Old Orchard Beach.
the trip
Lyman G. Case of New York is taking Gardner, and family, making
his vacation at the summer home of the in bis auto.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin J. Mann and son
family in this place.
the Lewis Jacob, Mrs. Cynthia H. Curtis
Arthur Underwood has been
and Mrs. Geneva G. Tuell went to Cantruest of friends at Seven Gables, return
ton last Saturday to attend the funeral
mg this week to his home in Auburn,
of their relative, Mrs. Oscar E. Hardy.
Ν. Y.
The plank walk leading from Main They went over in J. W. Cummings' auto.
Miss Lola Walker of Pittsburg, Penn.,
Street to the Universalist church, which
citizen·' meeting at
a
has been in dangerous condition for a will address
long time, has been repaired by private Grange Hall Saturday evening, Ang. 25,
on the moat vital issue before the men
subscription.
The regular Saturday afternoon tea at of Maine to-day. Those who recently
the Country Club was given by the liatened to Mies Walker's able address
Entertainment Committee and was one at the Univeraallat church will need no
of the pleasant social gatherings of the further reference to her ability aa a
Tea was served under a ham- speaker.
season.
mock awning on the golf links and in
Mr. and Mra. Adney R. Tuell viaited
place of the tennis tournament that had at Lewie H. Biabee's in SumnerTueaday.
to be given up on account of the rain of Mr. and Mr*. Biabee returned home
Friday, a clock golf contest was played with them, and they all motored to Anand won by Mr. Gordan with a score of dover, attending New Century Pomona,
twenty-five. Mrs. Lyon and Mrs. Lunt which convened with Lone Mountain
will give the tea next Saturday and an Grange. They report a moat enjoyable
interesting contest will be arranged foi trip, going up the eaat aide of Ellis
members and guests.
River and returning on the West, alao
Orland Daniels, who went to Green- an excellent meeting.
Mra. P. C. Maybew gave a very
wich, Conn., recently for examination
under the army draft, was accepted and pleaaant whist party Wednesday evenenrolled as a member of the new ing in honor of Mr. Mayhew's birthday.
national army.
The Jolly Twelve whist club and friend·
Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Staples spent were guests. Dainty refreshment· were
a few days in Portlaud last week where
served.
Mrs. Hezekiah Farrar and Mrs. Renie
they went to attend the wedding of s
fvianr)
Higgine, who recently underwent operaMies Dorothea Mason goea to Auburn, tions for appendicitis, are making good
Ν. Y., this week to visit friends.
recovery at the Central Maine General
Gladys Rosa ia
Bishop Johnson of Los Angeles, Calif., Hospital, Lewiston.
is the guest of friends at Paris Hill.
guest
Beasey
keeping house for Mr. Farrar and takI cently.
Mr. J. S. Qordan of Washington, D. C., ing care of little Jamea during hie M. Holmes'.
Alice Capen was here recently visiting
and Mr. Roger Davis of Montclair, N. J., mother's abscenoe. Mrs. Biggins' three
Judith Warren la at Ferry Beach witl !
I her sister, Mrs. Fannie Carter.
Jane is the family of Luther Iriah.
who have spent their vacations here, re- children are with relatives.
ί
People here are nearly done haying.
turn Monday to their homes.
with ber aunt, Mrs. P. C. Maybew,
East ^bethel.
I Blanche's pet hen ie scratching well
Flora and Warren are with their aunt,
PARTRIDGE DISTRICT.
Mrs. C. A. Bacon, Mrs. J. W. Cummings
Miss Susie Mitchell bas returned hom β I for a living. Good example for us to
follow—work in the dirt.
in the oare of baby to Milan, Ν. H.
assisting
Arthur Cole visited his uncle at West eometimee
t*T_
Mrs. Etta Bean bas returned from Noi
Minot recently.
Albany.
Mr·. W. J. Curtis of South Pari· way for ber usual vacation.
Wilma Mason is visiting her sister
Mrs. Harry McNally and daughter
Misa Edna Bartlett baa gone to Berlli ,
recently visited her sisters, Mrs. L. H.
Mrs. A. Guy Cushman of Bethel.
Wllma have been guests of relatives In
Ν. H., tbe guest of relatives there.
Mr. and Mrc. Arthur Cole entertained Emery and Mrs. C. H. Young.
Norway for several days.
and
Maun
Abner
H.
of
Sooth
H.
Bartlett
Mrs.
▲.
,
daughter
Framingbaa
of
friend*
a party
Sunday evening.
»
Mr. and Mrs. Amos G. Bean visited
two
weeki
to
Massachusetts
a
went
been
Edwina
baa
apending
Mas·.,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Allen of South Paric Mary
ι Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ricbardaoo of Bethel
Ett
Mra.
Mr.
Mann's
to
visit
with
hie
vacation
mother,
oalled on his uncle, William Mason, anc Saturday morning
on Tuesday.
relatives.
Bartlett.
family Sunday.
Miss Edith Mauley of Hyde Park,
Mrs. Clara Rid Ion has returned from a
Mr. and Mra. Irving Kimball of Brool
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Jack spent Sundaj
visit with Mrs. Fred Scott of South line, Mass., are at their cottage, Outaid β Mass., is spending a few weeks with
with her brother, Fremont Field.
friends at Hunt's Corner.
Windham, Mrs. Lulie Bowker and Inn.
Miss Hattie Gowell is visiting her aunt
Hermon Cummings, who has been con·
Mrs. L. E. Goodrich of Qorham, Ν. H ,
other friends in Portland.
Mrs. A. M. Ryerson.
fined to the house with measles, has
A good number from West Paris and Mra. Fred Ûmpbrey of Waabburi
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Mason and familj
recovered.
entertained John Cole and the Missef Grange accepted the invitation of Mr. Me., were recent guests of Mr. and Mn
Amos L. Beau and wife of Auburn
Delia and Annie Glenn of Paris Hill anc and Mrs. C. S. Dudley of South Paris to Ο. B. Farwell and family.
were week end guests at Hunt's Corner.
a field
and
Brookllm
of
visit
them
Patton
Rosalie
Miss
ι,
Saturday
enjoy
Mrs.
of
Arthur
Cole
this
Mr. and
neigh
Mr. and Mrs. Robert York and Mies
Mass., was last week's guest of Mr. an i
day...
borhood Friday evening.
Blake have gone to Norway,
Hildred
with
Rowe
Mrs.
Kimball.
Mrs.
M.
C.
Tuesday
Harry
spent
Will Harlow and family have a ne*
where they will stay for a month or
her sister, Mrs. Higgins, at the Central
Ford car.
West Lovell.
more.
Maine Qeneral Hospital.
Nina Bean, who has been attending a
Brownfield.
Miss Mildred White of Topsham is
Mrs. John T. Fox has been entertaii isummer school of Sunday School Metbing oompany from Massachusetts.
Brownfield was well represented at working for Mrs. F. S. Farnum.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Curtis, who have
Mrs. Alexander Laroque visited be r ode at Northfleld, Mass., has returned
Bridgton fair. One of Mr. Linsoott'a
home.
horses (so we heard) took second money been in Sumner for several weeks, have sister, Mrs. Albert Babineau, In Oxfon 1
There will be given a farce at the veslast week.
The Wentworth brothers of Denmark returned home.
Lewis E. Fox and son and. hous< μ try of the cburoh August 23d, entitled
Mary Stearns has gone to Ferry Beach
were in the village recently on business
"After the Honeymoon."
The rain that has fallen lately has to assist in table work during the re- keeper of Bangor are visiting in tta e
Raymond Cummings of Dorset, Yt.,
changed the looka of the gardens her< ! mainder of the meetings. Rev. D. A. place.
was in (own on business recently.
Oris LeBaron and wife were in Bon
Ball, secretary of the Ferry Beach
wonderfully.
Rev. Η. B. Cathie of Rumford was the
Association, who with Mrs. Ball is in ford last week.
Blueberries are very scarce. Only s
guest of Charles D. Paul one day last
few have been brought in for sale.
oharge, came home one night last week
Locke's Mills.
week.
Charles Hill, who had his arm bitten to procure more help.
and Mrs. Arthu r
Mrs
L.
are attendE.
Stowell
Guy Johnson, who visited relatives in
Rev.
and
W.
Mrs.
C.
Qruudy
muct
!
a
while
his
horse
is
very
ago,
by
from
a si ι Oxford the past week-end, has returned
The
at Poland.
returned
Stowell
Monday
can
now
use
his
arm
some.
and
camp
meeting
ing
better,
Mr and Mrs. William Moulton anc Methodist church will be olosed two weeks1 visit with relatives and friends i a home.
Mrs. Ward and three sons from Wake·
New York.
two children of Boston are spending ; Sundays.
Mrs. Cora Stearns is at Portland with
Miss Eveline Ross of Portland is tb θ field, Mass., also Mrs. William McNally
their vacation with their parents, Mr
Mrs. guest of Miss Betty Marshall at Cam p> and children are spending a few weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Staples.
and Mrs. Howard Moulton.
at Hunt's Corner.
John Stuart, the oldest man in Brown Staples is an aunt to the late Mr. Stearns. Echo.
Guy Johnson since returning from
Miss Thelma Adams, a daughter of C.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Kimball of Bosto ι
tield, and the possessor of the gold head
Clifford of New Tork, and a resident at are spending their vacation at Outsid β Oxford had the misfortune to out his
ed cane, is in very poor health.
foot badly while working in the woods,
Frauk Meserve and family spent Sun one time of West Paris, is visiting her Inn.
A. G. Bean lost chickens one night
st
Cuehman
H.
Lane.
L.
Mrs.
C.
Mrs.
G.
and
are
Mr.
Lake
North
aunt,
at
Lodge,
day
Long
Bridgton
last week by drowning during a thunder
Arthur Flavin, who has been in New their oottage, and have as guests Mi
Dr. Fitch and K. Gilpatrick went tc
Portland Wednesday in the doctor's car, Tork, recently visited hie parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Kimball of Berlin, Ν. Β shower.
Two fine rains which will help the
Mrs. Annie Emery is at Gorbam, Ν
Mr. and Mrs. James French are spend and Mrs. R. T. Flavin. He has enlisted
crops greatly bave just passed,
ing the summer with Mr. and Mrs. John in a hospital corps and expects to be Η., for a few weeks.
Farmers are quite well along with hay·
oalled at any time.
Miss Marjorle Farwell of Bethel is tb a
Danfotrb of this village.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Townshend of assistant bookkeeper for tbe Tebbet s ing. A bumper crop seoured in fine
Mrs.
Harry Butterfield is meeting
Massachusetts are guests at A. E. Spool Co.
shape.
with good success in her new store.
Potato bogs are plenty and thriving
Marshall's.
Esther Llttlefleld spent Friday wit! ι
well.
Lola Foster and Abbie Trask.
Hiram.
Abel Andrews and son Arthur were
Wm. E. Sargent and Henry Thurlougi
A TKBBIFIC 8H0WEB.
in
Norway one day this week on busiHanover.
of the Neal Dow Battery have returned
ness.
West Paris, Aug. 15.
from Brunswick, being unable to pasi
Eli Stearns and son Leroy are hayin| >
A. G. Bean has sold Will Grover a
We have been terribly dry here ever for Gard Roberts.
the federal examination from defective
second-hand buggy, also a nice oneand
first
of
the
since
vegetation
July,
1
in
Graftoi
is
eyes.
John Morse
working
horse farm wagon.
Miss Caroline J. Lewis, daughter ol was badly crippled, until the sweet little
baying.
the late Darius R. Lewis, died suddenly rain of last week, and that was gone,
Hebron.
Those who were guests at Eli Stearns
on Aug. 4th, after a lingering illness, and the showers seemed all to go around last
Sunday are: Russie Thompson, Mr
Mrs. Daniel Chase of Albany, Ν. Y.,
2
about
afternoon
but
13
3
She
55
us,
months,
yesterday
years,
days.
aged
Jeffries and William Warren of Nortl is
visiting her mother Mrs. Lucy Bearoe,
leaves one brother, Charles I. Lewis. o'clock we got it, and it was a scorcher, Anson, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Warrei
!
for
a week.
and
considerable
and
and
with
a
Her life was quiet
peaceable,
good wind,
and dsugbter Roma of Bethel, Mr. an<
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Richardson and
she rarely left her home. We bave r» damage was done. It was a perfect tor- Mrs. R. B. Thurston of Bethel, Mr. anc
were in Augusta Saturday.
sided within a mile of her home forty- rent of rain, so dense that for a few Mrs. Berry and two ohildren of Bethel Albert
Norman Rlobardson was at home over
minutes I could not see my near neigh- Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Stearns, and Mr. anc ;
seven years, and if she had faults oi
errors, we have never learned what they bor's honse five or six rods awayt and Mrs. E. D. Hammon and daughter Mur Sunday.
Fred Gurney and family went to Lake
Rev. Fred Ward of West Bald- the yards and hillsides were white with lene of this
were.
place.
Auburn and Poland Spring Sunday.
and
corn
Pole
beans
waters.
win attended her funeral on the 6th.
foaming
Duncan MoPherson and 8elma Smitt 1
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Hlbbs took an
There was but little drove
Rev. Hervey H. floyt, pastor of the are pretty flat.
through this place last Sunday.
auto
trip to Bingham Sunday to visit
not
as
that
oould
Universalist church, haa resigned, and thunder or lightning,
G. M. Kimball and his sister, Mrs. Mrs. Hibbs' sister, Mrs. Henry Baoon,
hard.
The
it
rained
so
have
On Sunday, the
will remove to Illinois.
dodged in,
Nancy Mayconnell are atill In poor health ; returning by way of Augusta.
12th, he preached a fine sermon to a large elements seem to have about as much
The most of the farmers here are bus]
Mrs. Fred Marshall is at Norway Lake
as
the
old
German
audience, including a delegation who mercy this year
baying.
for a week.
Mr. and Kaiser does for humanity, but the elecame from Lovell with autos.
Lois Hinckely was taken to the Central
Mrs. Hoyt have many warm friends in ments are the more acceptable.
South Sumner.
Maine General Hospital recently to be
H. G. Bbown.
Hiram, who will deepl? regret their reVernon Tattle, who has been visiting operated on for adenoids and tonslli.
moval.
Miss Gladys Morrill of Samoer, returnee
Mrs. Minnie Badger has sold her
On the 17th we bad a drenching rain
home Saturday.
here to partie· in Massaohnsetts.
plaoe
at
Hall
Centennial
storm.
Friday
Dancing
Harold Gammon Is working for Frank
One line waa left out from last week'·
week.
Musio
of
this
8haw
by
evening
Mr. Ryerson Is outtlog th< 1 card. The Hem should read: Mr. and
Qilbertvllle.
and Trae, piano and drams. Ladles 25 Ryerson.
on tbeSpaulding place.
Mr·. Warren Hanscom and two daughter·
grass
25
oents.
L.B. Fisher was In Kennebago Son- cents, gentlemen
Lester Merrill has sold his horse to of New York are at the Packard Hause.
day.
Amos Foster, and has bought an auto.
A dance at the Gym Friday evening
Mrs. Lynden Boas and daughter Olive
Wilson's Mills.
Paul Stevens has also purchased an auto. with muslo by Barker'· orchestra of
visited Mrs. G. Albert Sills and family
a
few Lewiston.
Carolyn Tattle Is spendlog
Mrs. Horace Frost of Berlin waa a
recently.
weeks with her grandparents, Mr. and
Leslie Roberts of Boston Is passing guest at D. C. Bennett's 8nnday week.
East Brownfield.
Rev. Mr. Liard of East Barnett, Vt., Mrs. Henry Whitman of Backfleld.
his vacation with bis family hare.
Mr. and Mrs. Panl Stevens were at
The RH Cross Auxiliary has forwardThe Bed Cross dance Tuesday even- and a friend, a Mr. Moody, and son were
ed to the Fryeburg headquarters of the
at E. S. Bennett's Monday night, Shagg Pond reoently.
ing waa well attended, and over 125 guests
Saoo Valley Red Cross Association a
going to Metalluk Lodge tor a few days'
cleared.
Dickvale.
large paoklng box containing 150 piece·
Mrs. Ε. M. Bartlett and daughter fishing Tuesday morning.
Is at home from of various kinds such as soldiers need.
also
finished
has
Chase
Bennett
Flossie
D.
C.
Miss
baying,
have returned from thair visit la HartThey are now preparing more.
Blwyn Storey.
Romford, where she has been at work.
ford.
The W. C. T. U. has made and filled
Rev. Chas. Shattuok, an evangelist of
Nearly every family has plenty of blaeMrs. 1». Albert Kills waa In Lewlston
some note, held services at the lower berries.
according to direction· twelve comfort
last week.
Mildred Traey has gone to the Maxim bag· and sent to Rev. J. L. Corson,
Mrs. Elsie Hlnea has been confined to ohnroh Sunday week, and eaoh night
Rookland, long time ooast missionary,
her home suffering from an Injured during the week except Thursday even- berry farm to work.
This plaoe Is represented at Camp tor the Coast Guard. Mr. Corson called
ing, when he spoke to the people here.
ankl«.
tor 400, and there has been a generous
Mrs. Ida Hodge entertained Mr. and He la a very fluent and interesting speak- Keyes nearly every Sunday.
This has been one of the
There Is a light erop of early potatoes response.
Mrs. Ed Bartlett and Mr. and Mrs. er. The cnureh was filled with eager
department· of the W. 0. T. U. tor thlrHarold Bartlett of Jay and Mrs. Ivory listeners to his very instructive sermon. here.
M. G. Morrill and G. B. Gordon have
years, and Mr. Corion baa been many
Harmon and Mrs. Hattie Delaao Sua- He has been a guest at Lewis Leavitt's.
An express
me· helped by the union·.
J. W. Bncknam has more parties of finished haying.
than he oan aooommodate at
Cbas. Andrews' daughter and a gentle- box of late magasine· ha· also been sent
A. Ellis and sou Oliver were la
wUh frht oonfort tag·.
man friend are staking him η vieil.
OMsp,
Lewialoa Monday·

family in their

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

[

Bethel.
Buck field.
Μη. Elizabeth Waldron, Mr·. Mary ! Mr. Upton and Dr. and Mrs. J. G.
Cole and Mr·. Paige were given an auto I Qehring came from Cbriatmai Cove the
ride Wednesday by F. ▲. Taylor aad latter part of last week, and returned
oalled on frlenda In North Buokfleld. I Sunday afternoon.
The concerta given at Bethel Inn by
Mrs. Waldron oan ride aa fait u any
machine oan go and enjoy It. She la the orchestra are mach appreciated by
the lovers of fine masio.
some «port.
F. G. Davie haa moved to Turner, Ι Mise Marlon Sleeper, who ha*, been a
where he la to be superintendent of guest of Mr. and Mrs. ?.
Chandler,
•ohoola for Turner and Canton. He ha· I returned to her home In Wlnthrop CenI
ter
aohool.for
of
onr
Monday.
been prlnolpal
high
The Ladles' Clnb of the Congregational
two yean.
held their annnal sale ana sapper
lohurch
Ben Spauldlng returned from the Central Milne General Hospital Wednesday. I at Qarland Chapel Thursday afternoon.
Meurs. Belmore, Paradis and Label]β The parlor was made attractive by an
were arrested, tried and fined for Intoxi- abundanoe of flowers, and the tables in
Sheriff Barrowa the audienoe room were well filled with
cation here Tuesday.
of Canton arreated the partie· and they fanoy articles and home-made candy and
were tried before Juatioe T. S. Brldgham. also the more useful articles.
Ioe cream
Mrs. Abble Hyde of Livermore 1· a and cake were served. ▲ large number
gueat at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. I enjoyed the delicious supper, where
I neighbors and friends always meet in a
Child·.
Joaephlne Shearman returned to hei I sooial way. The ladies are pleased with
I their suooese.
home in Portland Wedneaday.
Rev. Mr, Trnman, pastor of the MethMieaea Amy and Helen Shaw returned
I odist ohurcb, went to Poland oampmeetWedneaday from a stay at Boothbay.
Harlow Gerrish 1· to be employed in ing last Monday, where he has charge
Chicago in the plant of Hermon Cuah· of the music. Mrs. Traman accompanied
I him, and after the close of the meetings
man and will leave this week.
There will be a dramatlo entertainment I they will enjoy a few weeks1 vacation.
N. R. Springer and family ere at their
at I. O. O. F. hall Monday evening, Aug.
27, followed by a danoe with music by I cottage and -attending campmeeting.
Shaw'a orchestra, the prooeeda of whioh I Mr. Springer will occupy the pulpit at
I the Methodist ohuroh Aug. 26th In the
will be given to the Red Croai.
Mia· L. L. Walker spoke on woman I absence of the pastor.
One of the pleasantest occasions of
auffrage at the village cquare Saturday
I the sommer was the reunion of the forevening.
Misa Gladys Wbitaon of Boston is in I mer pnpils of Messrs. Linecott and
town and will spend a week or more at I Dresser, former principals of Gonld
I Academy. All assembled at the Acadethe Austin farm.
Peirce Long and hla mother will, oc- I my according to the plan expecting to
cupy the Long homestead for a shorl greet old friends and partake of the
time this month, having arrived here I lunch in the old familiar grounds, but
I to their surprise Mrs. Alfaretta Edwards,
Thursday.
I who has been a most enthusiastic spirit
West Bethel.
I in this movement, announced that autos
I were in waiting to take the party to her
"Just where you stand In the conflict,
There 1· your p'acel
delightful oottage "Ellery-vell," where
Juet where you think you are useless,
I the hours were spent most happily, and
Hide not your face!
I all were hearty in expressing their appreGod placed you there for a purpose,
Whate'er ft be;
ciation of Mrs. Edwards' hospitality.
for
Think He has chosen you
U;
I Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bean of Bel·
Work loyally.
llows Falls, Vt., came to Bethel to visit
"Gird on your armor 1 fie faithful
I their parents and relatives and enjoy the
At toll or net;
I reunion.
Whlche'er It be. never doubting

26c to $2.00
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Sponges, Soaps, Cold Creams, Lotions and
help make yourself more comforts
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wedding it
tut"!?* pretty ho®·
* tte reeldenoe
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: Wallaoe K. Clifford of
eldest
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NORWAY.

Main· News Not··.

her 7an

Key. A. A. Simpson'· missionary collection at Old Orchard this year reached
Norway h&a had a visitor of tome note
In Sergt. Alexander MoGllntook of Lexdaughter, the mark of 104,000.
wb®nvthelr
Ledle·' Àid will meet with
Mr!
v«
α
ington, Ey., whose story of life in the
wabeI C,lflord.
Walter Kllwyn Makhew·
Amee next
Richard Butler of Belleville, 111., in
of Oakfield were
Thursday after·
trenohes, entitled "Over There," il now
the
Βίτ· Δ· T. Moemploy of the Great Northern running In the Demoorat. Sergt. Mo·
offlc,*ted» αι,ηβ the double ring Psper Co., was drowned when the oanoe Gllntook, after having been decorated
Qrmce »<1 Helen Corkum
In whloh he snd two other men were was for
distinguished oondaot and invalided
of **· *»d Mn.
IeS°5r·*?
Simple decoration· of evergreen and oapslzed in Mooaehead Lake.
Marshall
home, came to Norway during hie oonWeek·.
to those uied at
Hanter of New York, 21 years valesosnoe, stopping at Lakeelde Ion.
UBe!?'
Davis of Bethel le the «¥Λ ¥« *· Drmke of Sonth Union the wedding of the bride's parent· only of Henry
Piatt··
Dorii
age, an employe of the Great North- He left Monday of lait week for
glM
one
«. Percy p. Allen. ▼Uited at Rev. A.
Mr
le··
day
than
T. MoWhorter'a durthirty-nine yean be- ern Paper Co., was drowned in Moose- burg, where he li to be Instructor In the
jt her sister.
the
put
were the immediate head Lake
pact week.
training oarap.
? the
and Aouie Kerr from ing
Wednesday by the capsizing officer·'
«mille· of jpeat·
Mi«es Clira
Fred Swan, while at work In the woods
contracting partie·, and of a canoe while he was fishing.
their parente, Mr.
Mr·.
visiting
Charlotte
Ellis
of
Turner
*
Ιι τ laitire
few intimate friend·. Out of town
jgitoi
Monday, vu hurt by an ax in use by a
Kerr.
guest· were Mr. and Mr·. Xllwyn MathAmong the Mslne men seleoted for the fellow workman, which struok a knot
ew· of St.
W. Morton spent the past
Alban·, father and mother of second training camp at Plattaburg, to and bounded from his hands, striking
yjittr Henry
re. Arthur C.
his h iter, M
George Ο. Chase has started bntiding the groom, Floyd Mathew· of St. Albans, open Ang. 27, la Edward C. Duffloy of Mr. Swan just below the knee. His leg
with
#fei
hi· brother, and Mrs. Jame· and
Mr. Dnffloy baa reoently was laid
hia house on High Street, for whloh
South Windham.
daugh- Rnmford.
he ter of
open for about three inohee.
Stole, «
passed the atate examination for admis- The wouna
Berlin, Ν. H.
reoeived proper attention,
I pnt in the fonndation laat apring.
Morton
P.
spent
Wm.
Mrs.
sion
the
to
Th·
bar.
bridal
and is doing well.
oouple were attended by
Xr.tndweek * th the party at Camp Mr. and Mr·. John Bibber of
Floyd
Lewieton
Mrs. Roy Eeene of Framl ogham, Mass.,
Mathews, brother of the groom,
Last apring, with Its eold weather and
tfcMit Concord Fond.
visited Mr·. Bibber'·
daughter, Mrs. T. u beet man, and Mlu Mary Clifford, baokward
aeason in the leaving ont of oame Tuesday to spend two weeks with
Coicord,
S. Barnes, several
a
Portland
laat
•later
of
of
week.
the bride, a· brldeemaid.
day
Mies ι the trees, waa a bad one for the newly Mr. Keene's parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Titu« and family
Msrton A.
Annie Clifford, youngest sister of the
here with Mr.
John S. Carver, former
a vacation
batohed birds and is aaid to have been Eeene. Her son William, who has been
of
principal
m spendiog
A. Titus. the
was ring bearer.
there for some time, will return home
The wedding1 the most diaastrons for
MMnti. Mr. and Mrs. J.
was here Thunday and bride,
high
school,
long birds for
Tim» parents,
march wu played by Miss Nellie M.
with her.
a guest at A. W. Walker's.
In
Friday,
Maine.
has
been
years
many
Wheeler
M.
Jackson.
\irt Stanley millinery
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Riohardson have
store of Mr·.
Mrs. Arthur C. Soule of South WindSeized with cramps probably becanae been
ia the
The bride wore embroidered white
spending the past week in South
the paet ham is the
during
Norway
at
of
this
and
week
of her par- lace, and oarried a home-raised
guest
eating suDper
:
powers
going immediately Harpswell with Mrs. Richardson's brothbouquet
Mr.
into
the
cola
and
of
of snapdragon and sweet
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SPECIAL ADVANCE COATS was placed
before the big rise came. That means a
great saving for you. There are fourteen
styles to select from.
Models like these will give pleasurable
service not only early but through the
Fall and Winter months.
Yours is the first choice if you act

to Ike wife of Win.

Married.
In 8outh Parle, Aug,18, by Rer. A. T. Mo·
Whorter, Mr. Walter E. Mathews of Oakfleld
and Miss Caroline M. Clifford of South Paris.
In South Paris, Aug. 18, by Bev. A. T. McWhorter, Mr. Elbrldge F. MacDonnell and Miss
Vida Κ. Jenne, both of South Paris.
In East Sumner, Aug. 11, by W. H. Eastman,
Eeq., Mr. William A. Crockett and Miss Belle
Victoria Bonney, both of Sumner.
Tn East Sumner, Aug. 12, by W. H. Eastman,
Eeq., Mr. Exra H. Stetson and Mrs. Louise B.
Wtnelow, both of Sonth Weymouth, Mass.
In Dlxfleld, Ang. 15, by Bev. Β. E. Gllkey,
Mr, Harold Vinton Watson of Farmlngton FaUe
and Miss Martha Ellen Childs of Dlxfleld.
In Dlxfleld, Aug. 15, by Bev. B> E. Gllkey,
Mr. Harold B. Paine and Misa Florence Dupllsea, both of Dlxfleld.

quickly. Priced

$19.75 to $30.00.

Died.
In Norway, Aug. 18, Charles H. Adams, aged
73 years.
In Hebron, Aug. 1β. A. Judaon Turner, aged 61
years.

In Oxford, Aug· 15, Horace Rich.
In Bouth Woodstock, Aug. 13, Mrs. Rachel II.
Edwards, aged 87 years.
In Hiram, Aug. 4, Miss Caroline J. Lewis, aged
55 years.
in Lewie ton, Aug, 15, Miss Ellen M. Partridge
of Norway Lake, aged 71 years.
In Portland, Aug. 8, Mre. Effle May (Beedy),
wife of Oscar E. Hardy, of Hartford, aged 38
years.
In Waterford, Aug. 1, Mrs. Susan Damon
Smith, aged 76 Tears.
m ave:

Norway,

BEANS

Winnowed

and

Threshed

At Time of Opening.

C. G. MILLER'S

South Paris, Maine

Telephone 158
Hill Street,
Complete up-to-date equipment. Electric power,

thresher with capacity of 5
to 10 bushels per hour. Thorough cleaning facilitiea and soales for weighing
produot. Charges moderate.
Bring your beans as stacked or otherwise, furnish sacks and have the threshing
34tf
done while you wait, Ready for business about Sept. 4.

]
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A Few Words About

Higher Prices

Read Carefully Down Through the List.
Men's Russia Calf
81-2. These shoes on

price

now

is

$4.50.

Bals,

White Rubber

to-day's

market would

Men's Russia Calf Blucher and Button, sizes 5, 5 1-2,
These

8 1-2, 9.

worth $6.00

are

or

It would be folly for us to attempt to parallel the
prices of past years. Our store has an enviable reputation for variety of values to sustain—any digression
from established high standards will not be counte·
nanced, even though we earnestly wish we could

Soles, all sizes from 5 1-2 to
Our
cost $7.00 or $7.50.

$6.50. Our price

6,

now

upwards,

$4.00.

$6.00 grades

Men's Dark Brown Oxfords, all sizes from 6 to 9.

mark lower

6 1-2, 7 1-2,

is

$4.50.

Men's Dark Brown

price

is

$»·95·

Oxfords,

sizes 5, 6 and 9.

They

Russia Calf Oxfords, sizes 2, 4, 4
Our price is $1.25.

Boys'

$2.00.

1-2

1-2

worth $5.00.

These

Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, sizes 5, 5 1-2, 6 and 9.
$6.00. Our price is $2.50.
Men's Russia Calf Button Oxfords, sizes 5, 5
worth $6.00. Our price is $2.00.

are

worth

These

and 6.
These

and 5.

are

are

are

Top Polish, sizes 2 1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4, 41-2, 5
and 5 1-2. These are worth $5.00. Price now $2.50.
2
Women's Patent Button and Polish Cloth Top, sizes 1-2, 3, 31-2
and 4. Worth $3.50. Onr price now $2.00.

2

2,

1-2,

4 and

4

1-2.

Women's Calf Oxfords, Medium and Low Heels, sizes 1,
Our price now $2.00.
1-2, 3, 3 1-2, 4 and 7. Worth $4.00.
2

1-2, 2,

$4.00. Our price now is $2.25.
Women's Grey Kid Pumps, all sizes 21-2 to 5. Worth $4.00. Our
price now $3*25.
Women's Bronze Pumps, all sizes 2 1-2 to 5 1-2, C and D wide.
Worth

$4.00.

Many

Our

price

of these lots

We pay postage

Ε. N.
OPERA

now

are

on

$2.00.

small and will go

have scaled

quality, workmanship and
You will necessarily
leaped upwards.

&

ANDREWS

CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

South Paris.

31 Market Square,

Attention

::

Farmers !

you will need for
this season's crops, whether it is the field or garden.
Buy a good riding Cultivator and make your work

just the Implements

easy. We have some of the nicest hand Cultivators
for garden use made. For Spraying we have all the

ingredients
nate

for Bordeaux

of Lead and

Mixture, Blue Vitriol, Arse-

Hydrated

Lime.

Our line of

HAYING MACHINERY
is

quickly.

Figures

Worth

sizes 1 1-2,
Women's Calf Button Oxfords, Medium and Low Heels,
now $1.50.
Our
and
Worth
price
$4.00.
$3.50
1-2, 3, 3 1-2 and 7.
to 5 1-2.
Women's Calf Pumps, White Kid Top, all sizes 21-2

Worth

than of yore.

trifle—and

EASTMAN

We have

1

prices

worth

Women's Patent Cloth

Women's White Canvas Button, sizes 3
$2.00 and $3.00. Our price is $1.00.

a

values have
made the return to
pay a trifle more, BUT we have
than ever in
trifle
that
for
greater
immeasurably
you
value.
and
service
satisfaction,

for

Our

wîVr bookj'c>r

Frothingham,

OUR

3L2?"
whÎh1
S»Vΐίί

the Texas way f

purchases

you away.

W. 0.

Men's Russia Calf Oxfords, White Rubber Sole, sizes 5, 51-2, 6,
now is $4.00.
6 1-2, 7 1-2, 9. These are worth $6.00 or $6.50. Our price

lionVa

nothing keep

Make your

H. AINSWORTH, Manager.

5 ^.artJe®«cb°ol
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astounded.

SOUTH PABIS, MAINE.
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to $8.00 on each Suit.

Maine

renÎÎ

ϊ ST

H. Ainsworth, representing the Great Southern Sale
System from Galveston, Texas, will be with you for four days
only, ending Saturday night, Aug. 25.
When you hear of a Texas Sale it mean s the greatest of
all sales. The quality of goods carried in this store has always been of the very highest. The prices will be re-marked
so radically low that everybody making comparison will be

for you.

ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

2ΪΧ.
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Wednesday, Aug. 22, 1917,
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a
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is

In accordance with

price.

save

store

Clothes will be much

to-day.

You

in this

REAL TEXAS SHOE SALE
AT 9 O'CLOCK A. M.

SUIT SALE!

-_l_
πυι ·«

Maine.

Grand Balloon Ascension
and 25 Presents Free

your

j

j

perfection

the

new

in every line

and detail. Everybody knows how rapidly the cost of garment materials has been
rising. Fortunately, our order for these

££· "■"»e wife of Bob.

ΛΠ*' *'

Blow

style effect,

wMe of Preston

F^f>fflÇ,eaPdana^â^·

Fall Coats

Advance

Is only one way to cur· catarrhal deafness,
and that la by a conatltatlonal remedy.
Catarrhal Deafneaa la canned by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
the Eustachian Tube. When till· tube la
Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or
Imperfect h earIn y, and when It la entirely
closed, Deafness Is the result Unless the
Inflammation can be reduced and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hearing
will be destroyed forever. Many cases of
deafness are caused by catarrh, which Is
an Inflamed condition of the mucous surfacea Hall's Catarrh Curo acta thru the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the ays·
torn.
We will (Its One Hundred Dollar· for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot
ha cured by Hall'· Catarrh Cura Circulars
free. All Dre crista, Tie.
r. J. CHENET * CO.. Toledo, <X

complete,

with

a

big

line of

repairs.

all mail order·.

SWËTTSHOECO., A. W. WALKER & SON,

HOUSES BLOCK, NOBWAY,
T«topbOB· 88-8

matot

SOUTH FABIS.

=

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.
OorreepoiidenM on topic·
Uaofidtod. Addreaa: Kdltor HOIintAXBM
ColdMS, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paria. Me
λ

This is Daisy Bake/s Mother.

palue

do?" How often eomethlng like thie ii
said behind the eoenee. As a California
literary woman aaya of an emergenoy:
We weloomed
"It waa a predioament.
It joyously. Living from predioament
to predicament, we have learned that,
like oysters, they often oonoeal pearls.
Therefore, we attack eaoh one hopefully.
It Is the proper way to treat predioamenta; they expect It. That Is the reason that to a timid person, who does not
attack them, they scornfully become
frightful obstacles."
Some hosts and hostesses have s way
of sarmoanting difficulties whether they
oocnr in a simple apartment or in a
mansion. Here is a supper evolved by
a man called upon to feed two hearty
brothers who arrived one Sunday evening, after a tramp, with very good appetites. His wife was 111, and there was
no cook nor housemaid on duty.
He put his wife on a lounge to hear
the jolly acoounts of the day told
simultaneously by the young men, then
he donned a kitchen apron and made a
chef's cap from white paper, for a prank.
The main hot dish was this, which
the young men jooosely oalled Chowder
a
la Printaniere and Olive Stew en
▼arlete, and other psuedo-French names,
meanwhile pronouncing^ it a very great

every housewife.

What CanYou Do to Cut Down
the Cost of Living?
better than you

you'll

can

can save.

good

you

pound

of flour

as

in

a

"Ask your grocer for

meat

a

sack of

^

£
v
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CHILDREN'S HEALTH

North Conway, Ν. H., Feb. 10, 1917.
a car equipped with Snow Attachment de
West Ossipee, Ν. H., and that it performec 1I

OF FIRST IMPORTANCE TQ A MOTHER.

greater anxiety to
certify
the mother of a family than the sympvised by Virgil D. White or
toms of illness in one of her children
a run 0 f Feverishness, loss of appetite, irritability,
made
We
ease.
with
for
teams
out
perfect
perfectly, turning
or listlessness
developing unexpectedly
several miles without the slightest trouble over roads that would have beei and without apparent cause, will at once
produce uneasiness and worry in the
absolutely impossible for a car not equipped with this Attachment.
mother's mind, uniitting her for her daily
and
drifts.
I consider it practical for use over deep snow
duties.
that I rode in

This ts to

Nothing

causes

—

—

(Signed)

Arthur W. Chandler

If the illness is due to digestive disturbances, worms, or a cold in its early

High Sheriff of Carroll County

For

particulars inquire

of

C. E. & C. M. MERRILL,
Distributing Agents

for Oxford

County,

South Paris, Maine

»

public
fully

ready to

are

in

our

serve

the

territory cheerbanking.

ent with sound

Perley F. Ripley, President

Alton C. Wheeler, Vice-President
J. Hastings Bean, ecretary.

Irving O. Barrows, Treasurer.
DIRECTORS:

Perley F. Ripley
Alton C. Wheeler
George M. Atwood
N. Dayton Bolster
William J. Wheeler
Dr. Delbert M. Stewart
Fred N. Wright

John B. Robinson
Leslie L. Mason
D. Henry Fiiield
Geo. W. Cole, Jr.

BOND DEPARTMENT under the super-

vision oi Mr. J. Hastings Bean.

Branch

GOOD TO BE SURE

BETTER TO BE INSURED
BEST TO BE INSURED
In the

Agency of

W. J. WHEELER & CO

"

who has been writing Fire Insurance
for forty-six years.

In fact we write all kinds of INSURANCE in the
est and most reliable

companies.

strong

Pianos, Playerpianos and Organs
The

Q. R.

S. and Autokrat Music Rolls Every Month.
tKNO

FOR

CATAL.OQUK·

W. J. Wheeler & Co.,

loutfa

Pari·,

...

CASTORIA (·***«*«.

Martha P. Sargent, 70, of
Somerville, Mass., died from burns
received when her dress caught fire.

Adin Berry, 14, was drowned at
Machlas, Me., in a swimming race
with a fellow member of the Boy
Scouts.

powder
1 2 teaspoonful cinnamon
2 egg-whites, beaten dry

be
af

was
a

thrown from the

or

rear

saddle

a

,

"I feel better than I have for years.
Yes, I feel like a new man since I have
taken this new Tanlac," declared Juliui
Parsons, of Carmel, Me. Mr. Parsone U
employed by the Maine Central R. R.
and he was a sufferer from stomacb
trouble, as are so many other men and
women here.
"After I would eat I wonld have ι
heavy, dnll feeling and get sleepy," Mr,
Parsone explained.
"I had stomach
trouble and. indigestion for quite awhile.
Gas would form and I would suffer pain
and distress from the bloating.
My
food did not seem to digest at all, but
in
soured
stomach.
my
just
"1 suffered so long that my appetite
got very poor. Now I feel so good that
it gives me a lot of pleasure to recommend Tanlao. I have taken three botties of this new medloine and I am not
troubled at all with my stomsoh. I can
eat what I please and the old bad feeling
Is gone."
Tanlac, the reconstructive stomaoh
tonlo and system purifier that has been
recommended by so many thousands of
Maine men and women has become a
household word here.
Tanlao now Is being specially Introduced in Sonth Paris by Chas. H. Howard Co. and there* is a Tanlao agent in
Nearby Tanlac
every Maine town.
agents are: Oxford, G. H. Jones; Norway, V. P. Stone; West Paris, S. T.
White; North Paris, H. D. McAllister;
Weet Sumner, P. G. Barrett; Buokfield,
J. A. Bawson.
LIT·

POULTRY WANTED,—θ hi ρ your
MsIrm I poultry toas. We want to deal directly with
you aad save you commission charges. Poultry
weighed upon receipt of same. We make rétame daily. Shipping entes furnished. Wiseman Farm, Ofloe V Chestapt Street, LewUton,
Maine.
Ml

ber of summer cottages.

The Boston Metropolitan chapter,
American Red Cross, has appointed
Mrs. John H.. Sherburne of Brookline secretary -and Hugh Nawn ο»
Boston treasurer of the organization.

I President Wood of the American
I Woolen company denied thère wag
I

any truth in the report that Porto
Rican women were to work in Law-

Mass., mills of the corpora-

tion.

George H. Perkins, aviator, drove
biplane's nose into the ground at
Medford, Mass., to avoid running
into a crowd of children that surged
across his landing path to watch him

I his
I

AT THE

Ply Net·
Fly Covers 76c to $1.26.
Fly Blankets 90c to $2.60.

$1

to

$2.26.

130

MAINS.

NORWAY.

MAIN STRUT,

MERCIER,

arrested
sit Leominster, Mass., charged witu
the murder of Mariano Muccianti,
who was shot through the heart in a
Michele Scarelli, 26,

brawl.

James E.

Keown of Lynn,

Mass.,

for $10,000 against two
women and three men, charging them
with the alienation of hi* wife's affections.
Bled suit

Weavers who had been on strike,
forcing 300 operatives into idleness,
returned to work at the mills of the
Cocheco Woolen company, Rochester, Ν. H.

Eleven New England shoe manufacturers were awarded contracts calling for 650,000 pairs of marchin?
shoes by the quartermaster's department at Washington.
Carl O.

Wallin

Mass.,

arraigned at
charged with the
was

οι

ine

unrisuan

con-

aussionary

Old
alliance at
Orchard, Me.,
amounted to $66,400, as compared
with last year's high mark of $52,000.

3f Rev. Clinton J. Taft of Boston,
ivere instantly killed when an automobile in which they were riding was
Taft and
itruck by an express train.
lis wife were seriously hurt.

School teathers to the number ot
200 attending the summer session or
the state normal school at Danbury,
Conn., placed themselves under in-

struction in handling a military ritle
ind in marksmanship.

Mrs. Dorothy H. Lewis of Quincy,
Mass., was sentenced to one month
In

the

house of correction

on

the

charge of assaulting her 3?year-old
Sentence was susion with a stick.
pended and she was placed on probation.

The sum ot $700 was found in the
deserted Tucker cottage at Maiden,
The money was hidden under
Mass.
clothes basket.
& false bottom in a
Mrs. Charles Tucker died in 1907 and
the cottage had been closed ever
since.
A suit alleging alienation of affections and seeking damages of $1,000,)00 was filed at Boston by Frank P.
Blair, who names Edmund D. BarSour and Edward H. Ross as the defendants.
He declares they alienated
the affections of his wife.
fifteen hundred passengers
)n board, the Mayflower, an excursion steamboat, was damaged in a colision with a submarine of the United
States navy in a heavy fog in Boston
With

All the passengers were
îarbor.
transferred without much difficulty to
t eister steamboat.
Cecil Foley, 8, was drowned when
he fell into a pond at Boston.

An intelligent knowledge of foods and
Salvatore Cetrino, 14, was struck
food values is essential to proper dieting. and killed by a train at Fitchburg,
The day is past for fade In the matter Mass.
of diet. We place no oonfidenoe in the
Russell Nix, 22, was killed when an
raw-food advocate, in the particularizing
of certain foods as the only essentials automobile struck a tree at Milton,
for the nutrition of the race, and in like Mass.
fads too numeroas to name.
We most
Two trolley care met head-on on a
be guided by oertain principles that are
curve
at Bridgeport, Conn. Eighteen
aa fixed in their relation to diet and
health as are the laws that govern the passengers were injured.
movement of the planets.
George Orvie, proprietor of the
It would appear that the mother of
Equinox House, was drowned at
the household, who has to do with the
selection of food materials and their Manchester, Vt., while diving.
Four-year-old Alfred Francis fell
proper preparation, slnoe she holds the
health of her household so largely within Into an abandoned gasometer pit at
her grasp, ahonld possess the information
3andwich, Mass., and drowned.
whioh we today have abundantly in the
Edward Wiseman, 24, a Boston atvaluable literature existing upon this
subject. An interest in food yalues and ι torney, former pitcher on the Boston
food combinations gives better results : Nationals, died from tuberculosis.
In promoting race betterment than any
William Brown. 22, an assistant
other single faotor. Proper eating and
was drowned at Newbury,
iteward,
nutrition
are
essential
the
to
adequate
attainment of success in almost any Mass., when a canoe overturned.
vooation In life.—Dr. H. W. M. in Life
Norman Storey, 16, and Angus
and Health.
Parker, 19, of Plymouth, Mass.,
re re drowned when
a
boat overReason of Coarse-CIralned Bread.
turned.
When bread Is
either

I

I

attention

same

as

if lefi
ss-e

Home in South Paris Village.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate
MAINE.

NORWAY,

make of himself," remarked the practi
cal woman.
"Perhaps not."
H< >
"Take my huaband, for instance.
used to be an expert mandolin playe
and had a fair tenor voice. Deapiti
these handicaps he has risen to be preei
dent of one of the largest manufacturing
concerns in this part of the country."
WILL NEVER BE WITHOUT IT
No other cough medicine "reaches thi
spot," heals, soothes and relieves irritât
ing, backing coughs like Foley's Hone]
and Tar. Mrs. John Bournoville, Brus
"I've been ueinj
sels, Wis., writes:
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound fo:
years and recommend it for children,

will never be without it in
Sold everywhere.

the house.'

Gerald had beun accused of unseemlj
behavior five times within an hour. Hii
mother almost despaired of accomplish
ing a refcrm.
"I .hate to punish you so often," shi
said, "Why don't you try to be good?"
"Why, mother, I do," he replied hope
iessly. "I just wish you'd try it somi ;
time and see for yourself bow hard ii
is."
HAS RECOVERED HER HEALTH
So many women suffer from similai
afflictions that this testimonial from Mrs
Laura Beall, Plattaburg, Miss., will b< 1
read with interest. "I got in bad health
My left side hurt all the time. I tool
two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills and 1
feel all right now."—Sold everywhere.
"One hundred and one, eh!"exclaimed
the vacationist who bad pointed out tc
him the oldest inhabitant of the town
"Well, that's quite a record. I suppose
the townspeople are mighty proud ol
him."
"1 dnnno," responded the native,
"His record ain't so much. He ain't
done notbin' in this town 'cept grow
old, an' it's took him a darn long time
to do that."
FEEL WORSE AFTER VACATION
The change from outdoor activity ol
vacation time to the quiet of regular
employment sometimes makes one feel
heavy and "stuffed up," uncomfortable
and bilious, with a mean headache and
ooated tongue. Foley Cathartio Tablets
give prompt relief from these results of
indigestion. Mild and gentle, but sure.
Sold everywhere.

A

golf

enthusiast

describing to
his friend the varied joys the game
afforded him. Finally he wound up by
was

saying:

"Do you know, I'd rather play golf
than eat!"
"But whatever does your wife say to
that?" Inquired the friend.
"Oh, well, you know," waa the answer,
"she's rather relieved, because she'd
muoh rather play bridge than cook!"
ARE YOU UNLUCKY?
In Angnst the air is full of pollen and
dnst that oause tronble for some, yet
No remedy
othera are never bothered.
does more to relieve hay fever and asthma than Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for ooughs, colds and croup. It
dears and soothes the afflicted nose,
throat and bronohial tubes.—Sold every-

_aaÉMaÉ___aa_^^M

to

sellers and

buyers together, no cost being
incurred by either party. AdShip Building Committee,

Maine.

MWH FLUE S10PW

That are
That will fit.
perfectly
safe. If in need send fifteen cent»
Get one by next mail.
with size.

WM. 0. LEAVITT CO.,
Norway, Maine.

utf

Agency,

W.

27«

J. WHEELER,
South

Paris,

Maine.

LS. BILLINGS

REPEATING" AND
AUTOLOADING SHOTGUNS

South Paris,

IF

In the matter of
)
The partnership of Lavorgna :
A Dl Pucchlo, the ln<llvl<lual
co-partners In which are
Marco Lavorgna an<l Santy
Dl Pucchlo,and they ln.UvlJ

jIn

of Rum ford, Bankrupt, J
To the creditors of the partnership of L*·
vorgna à Dl Pueblo, the In lis :
partem
In which are Marco Lavorgna an t santjr Dl
Pucchlo, and they Individually, In the Courtyof
Oxford and district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 11th lay of
August, A. D. 1917, the enM partnership of
Lavorgna A Dl Pucchlo, the ln<llvlluai >o-ptrt·
ners In which are Marco Lavortrna m l >anty
Dl Pucchlo, and they IndlvMnally, were
duly adjudicated bankrupt, an 1 that the lires
meeting of their creditors will be bel·: at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Paris, Maine, on the 29th day of Auû A. D.1917,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, at much time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claim»,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, inJ
transact such other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parla, August 11,1917.
WALTKK L. GRAY.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
33-35

and

aim,
any
Remington UMC guns work quicker than "Nitro
lined
steel
Club"
and
and
shoot closely
evenly—"Arrow"
a bird that would have
down
cut
shells"
many
(smokeless)
"speed

....

makes of shell.
gotten away from any of the slower

Sold by Sporting Goods'Deaieri in Your Community
Clean and oil your gun with REM OIL the combination
Powder Solvent, Lubricant and Rust Preventive
COMPANY, lac.
THE REMINGTON ARMS UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGB
Lergat Manufteturm of Firtdrwu and Ammunition in tin WorU
Wool worth Building, New York

FLOWERS
....AND..··

PLANTS

GREENHOUSE.

AT

E. P. CROCKETT,

Telephone

F'orist

Porter Street, South Parii

111-3

I Vivian W. Hills
Repairing:
Our

optical department
County.

is

Lenses matched, frames
Watch

by

far the best

repaired

daily by wireless from
for Grand Trunk R. R.

Opera House Block,

What

equipped

without

time

inspector

STORE IN TOWN

at Reasonable Prices

of Oxford

Correct

JEWELRY

sending

in this

part

And it la further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all kuown creditor· copies of said petition and tide order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence u
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence IIale, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at I oil·
land, in said District, on the 11th day of August,
A. D. 1917.
FRANK FELLOWS, Clerk.
[L. ».]
A trne copy of petition ami order thereon.
33 35
Attest: FRANK FELLOWS, Clerk.

D. C.

Norway, Maine

Buy

Preserving

Warrant for Special State Election.

Now

STATE OF ΚΑΜΕ.

Jars You Will Need

For the Season.

There will be more

than
the

ever

before,

so

jars

2 Quart

Lightning Jars

of

al

Pint

Quart

Quarts

selling Safety Valve Jars
Pints

80c doz.

at

1-2 Pinte

70c doz.

60c doz,

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO.
South Paris, Maine

BfERiAw*
W

3D

XS

ROOFING

H,rrr

1.60,-1.90,-8*25 per square
80LD ONLY BY

AMENDMENT NO. 1.
Woman'· Suffrage.
"Shall the Conatltutlon be amended a* pro·

Κ1"·"'·
poaed by a resolution of the Legislature with
Ing suffrage to Women upon equal tenue
men?"

AMENDMENT NO. J.
Bemovsl of Sheriff's.

$1.30 doz. $1,00 doz. 90c doz,
We are also
reduced prices.

Town ok Pabis, se
of
To Irving O. Barrows, one of the Comuble»
Greetino :
the town of Paris—
are
In the name of the State of Maine, you
Inhabhereby required to notify and warn the
itants of the town of Paris, qualified to vote,
New
the
aa the Constitution requires, to meet at
Hall, South Paris, In said town, on the second
tenth
Monday of September, the same being the one
day of aald month, In the year of our j«ord,
nine
at
seventeen,
and
thouaand nine hundred
In
o'clock In the forenoon, then and there to give
Ave
proposed
their votes upon the following
Constitutional amendments:

used this season

protect yourself.

large stock
following prices:

We have a

Bankrupt. J

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Ju l.-e of th.^ District Court of the United States for the UUtrtct
of Maine:
I EON B. WARNER, Individually. an 1 Leon Β
WARNER doing business as Warner Box
Company of Norway, In the Count? f Oxford,
and State of Maine, In said District, respectfully represents, that on the lwli lav of Miy,
last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt, under
the Acta of Congress relating to bankruptcy;
that he has duly surrendered ail hlr pro|*rty
and rights of property, and ha» fully compiled
with all the requirements of said Acts anil of
the orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he may be decreet
by the Court to have a full discharge from at]
debts provable against his estate under rail
bankruptcy Acts, excopt such dei>t< as are ex
cepted Dy law from such discharge.
Dated this 3d day of July, A. D. 1917.
LEON B. WARNER, Warner ltox Co., by
Leon B. Warner, Bankrupt.

δ prayer
granted.

out of town.

Washington,

Petition tor Utscnarge,

OBDEB OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΒΕΟΪΙ.

Optometrist

THE FINEST AND BEST STOCKED

Bankrupt's

Id the matter of
LEON B. WARNER. Individ- j
oally, and Leon B. Warner I
Kankninlcv
Jian*niP,f7·
doing butines· ae Warner 'lD
Box Company,

District op Maine, se.
On this 11th day of August, A. D. 1917,on
reading the foregoing petition, It is—
Ordered by tue Court, tha a heartc* be bal
Λ
upon the same on the 21st day of September,**!
D. 1917, before said Court at Portland, In
that
and
District, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
notice thereof be published In The Oxford
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
and that all known creditors, anil other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time »nJ
lace, and show cause, if any they have,notwhy
be
îe
of said petitioner should

9

Jeweler and

HanlruDir»
T·
l5âukru!,u

ually,

^

::

Maine.

IfOTICE.
In the District Court of the L'nltel -ute« for
the DUtrict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

the
The further along he gets in the game, whether at the traps or in
in
UMC—both
swear
guns
to
is
he
by Remington
field, the surer
and shells.

CUT

Wall

LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

there is any one thing that a sportsman demands of a gun
him the full advantage
or a shell it is that it shall give
of his skill.

man can

Sheathing,

Board,
Barrel Heads, and

Apple

where.

"All my efforta to be nsefnl aronnd
home come to nanght," walled an
Atchison man. "The other day It entered my head to do the family washing.
But beoanse I pnt tea towela in the
washing maohlne with the white clothes,
and later pnt oolored clothes with white
olothee, and still later waahed diabea
coarse-grained,
water I took from the washing
the floor Is of poor quality (naturally
While playing on the banks of the with
maohlne after the washing was done, my
or acqolred through careless storing) or ]
Veponaet river at Boston, Ellen Bud- wife ordered me to leave the premises."
the doogh was set to rise, at some time ,
ritis, 7, fell into the water and was
daring tne process, in too warm a place. Irowned.
The shelf at the back of the range or
OPPORTUNITIES FOR OLDER MEN
the one over the range is not a suitable
Miss Clara Markle of New Haven
Because of the war many poaltlona
place in whloh to set bread to rise, lied at Pittsfleld, Maes., of a frac- formerly filled by young men are open
Sometimes the plsce In whloh flour is \ ured skull received when an au to mo
A man's kidneys may
to older men.
stored becomes Infeoted with germs that
make him unfit for hard labor or olear
>ile overturned.
the
floor.
Floor ahoold be stored
spoil
thinking, may make blm old before his
Milk la now 13 cents a quart all time, for
In an airy plsoe. The reoeptaole shoold
poisons retained In the system
not rest on ψβ floor, bnt be raised from < >ver Boston.
The Hood company Is "alow him op" phyaloally and mentally. <
it by a support on eaoh side, that a oar- ( he last
ql Greater. Boston dealer· to Foley Kidney PHla tone op weak, disrent of air may pass below It
j
ordered kidneys.—Sold everywhere.
ulvance to 13 oenta.

bringing

and
Flooring
Paroid Roofing,

HE FELT LIKE NINETY
! Nothing makes a person feel ol<
quicker than disordered kidneys. The:
I cause aches and pains all over the body
A. W. Morgan, Angola, La., writes
"Ob, I suffered with pain In my back
II am 43 years old, but I felt like a mai
90 years old. Since I took Foley Ktdne:
Pille I feel like I did when I was 21."Sold everywhere.
wn

assist in'

Bed Cedar and Spruce Clapboards, New Bruuswick Cedar
Shingles, North Carolina Pine,

Savage of Dead River.

man

Building Committee wishes

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IS

A contract to cut 10,000 cords oi
pulpwood and 2,000,000 feet of logs
for the American Realty company in
the Rangeley, Me., district has beer
taken by Thonns Tasue and A. L.

"Υοα never can ten wnat a

submitting to

the undersigned a schedule of
their timber. The Maine

For Sale.
no scars on this place an<
Only been built 12 years; clean, bright,
Roll
One
Top Desk in excellent
some hardwood floors ; goo<
just as good as new ; spring water service,
condition. Four drawers on each
to buiines
side, twenty-two pigeon holes with
outbuildings, garden plot, apple trees, centrally located, handy
fo; two small drawers beneath.
sacrifice
so
will
in
business,
Will
section. Owner about to make a change
Call on or adsell at a good trade.
a
sale.
$1200.
Only
quick
dress

liquor pavilions.

I

cut

get in

ship build-

Old Town,

Pretty Six Room Cottage

No. 480.

jailors after going in swimming went

I
I

to

WITH...

...AGENCY

Work left there will receive the
the Dye House.

I The ban has been placed on the sale
I of liquor to persons in bathing suits
I at Nantasket Beach, Hull, Mass., folI lowing the discovery that soldiers and

I

communication with
ers, can do so by

*

Eastman & Andrews, South Paris.

I a crossing.

I

standing, wishing

James W. Se wall,

The Harvard infantile paralysis
commission reported that it has cared
for 1114 infantile paralysis victims in
co-operation with the Massachusetts
state department of health, since last

I to

ship timber,

apparel for dry cleaner.

other

and her 13-year-old son, Earl, were
killed when a train struck the carriage in which they were driving at a

was

or

Maine

Ladies'Waists, Dresses of All Kinds,
Gloves, Cleaned and Renovated.
Gentlemen's Suits, Overcoats, or any

church which Colonel Logan
Ninth Massachusetts regiment gave
a. 4-cent increase within two weeks.
to the regiment last summer in TexThe East Coast 3hip company has
as, will go to France when the regibeen organized at Boothbay Harbor, I ment sails.
Me. It plans to carry on a general
I Mrs. Loonard Flanders, 48, wife
business of shipbuilding and shiplof a lumberman of Wrarren, Ν. H.,

ping.

TIMBER

Owners of

dress

PLANT AT AUBURN.

at

SHIP

Ship

Proprietor

lames N. Favor,

I alight.
I

Harness

ITucker

Store

milk from 10 to 14 cents, which made

as

Rational Diet.

ney, resigned.
Mrs. Elizabeth Moses, 35, of Goffstown, Ν. H., shot herself through
the heart, dying instantly. "I did it
for spite," was the only explanation
she left in a note.
Fire in the lumber yard of John
Mitchell at Nantasket, Mass.,
L
which caused $12,000 damage, for a
while threatened to wipe out a num-

I

Buy Your Horse a Fly

Cover

platform by a falling block of granite and crushed unI
der it, Martin Murphy, 46, a mason,
I
was killed at Haverhill, Mass.
I November.
The Brockton, Mass., Milk ProSt. Catherine's chapel, the portable
ducers' association raised the price of
of the
Hurled from

mention

mace

on

David W. Simpson, a Boston shipwas elected president of
the Boston and Gloucester Steamship
company to succeed Henry M. Whit-

rence,

Frederick W. Lathrop, 62, a real
estate dealer of Springfield, Mass.,
He
committed suicide by hanging.
bad been in ill health.
Union members in two of the jewelry factories at Attleboro, Mass.,
went on strike, demanding recognition of their organization.

sailor

ping broker,

cycle.

motor

a

of the ship.

The Maine commissioners of fisheries
and game are in favor of a buck law,
limiting the killing of deer to deer
with horns.
While attempting to light a kitchen
Bre with kerosene Mrs. Anna Lyons,

The annual collection at the

baking

Reginald Goodwin, 29,

was
the steamship Prince Arthur,
killed at Boston when he was struck
by a hoist and knocked into the hold

Mrs.

murder of his wife, Alma, in a quarHe pleaded not
rel about money.
suilty and was held without bail.

CRACKEB CAKE

RAILWAYWORKER

Benjamin R. Billings

in

GBAHAM

1-2 cup butter
2 3 cup sugar
2 egg-yolks
2 3 pound graham crackera
3 level teaspoonfuls Rumford

000.

The body of William Connolly, 45,
was found in the North canal, Lawrence, Mass.

Dedham,

Kecipes.

Ί FEEL LIKE A
NEW MAN," SAYS

Sumner E. Newell
Charles B. Tebbets

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
Bank at Buckfield.

Some of the firms selling canned fruits
and vegetables provide pleasing booklets, telling how whole meals in the
mountains or camp can be prepared
entirely from canned vegetables and
meats, ehell fisb, and fruits, for even
potatoes, spinach, and macaroni are
canned now, as well as baked apples
and fish balls. And since the best experts in food have been engaged to
compile these booklets, no one need feel
afraid to follow the reoipes, or treat
them as "only advertising."
Guard against any predicament by
having your emergency rations ready in
your store-closet, and meet the same
with the serene courage of the California lady already quoted. I went to
her house once and her bungalow might
well be called Predioament Bungalow,
for it takes courage to get there,—
above the foreign part of a port-city,
above the street light limit, over goat
paths worn and eroded by wind and
winter rains, down rickety stepe set in
the hill-side, and across deep gullies on
a single plank, then by a curve around
the brink of steep cliffs until the bungalow is reached on a barren hill-top
where it seems just "banging on by its
eyelids." No mother would think of
rearing a family there. But artists,
who pen words, or use a brush, love
these novel environments and, "from
predicament to predicament," live resignedly so long as they can look out
upon an azure bay and the broad Paoific,
and see sunrise and moonrise and the
city's jeweled lights far below. They
climb above the whirling city life and
its daily struggle, and so gaily face
existence, which the stoic of long ago,
Marcus Aurelius, said waa "a warfare
and a stranger's journey, and after
fame—oblivion."
But these women
stoics of today call it only a series of
predicaments, and did not Charles
Prohman call the end of life "a beautiful adventure"?

be bad. When a man comes forward and mix thoroughly; add these to the first
testifies to bis fellow citizens, addressee mixture, alternately, with the milk, then
bis friends and neighbors, you may be add the whites of eggs and beat three to
five minutes. Bake in two or three laysure he is thoroughly convinced or he
would not do so. Telling one's expe- ers. Put the layers together with whipcream or mocha frosting.
Pipe the
rience when it is for the public good is ped
oream or frosting over the top.
an act of kindness that should be appreciated. The following statement gived
CABAMEL CHARLOTTE BUSSE
by a resident of South Paris adds one
Soften one·fourth a package of gelamore to the many cases of Home Endorsetine in one-fourth a cup of cold water.
ment which are being published about
Beat the yolks of two eggs; add two
Doan's Kidney Pills. Read it.
tableepoonfuls of sugar and oue-fourth a
W. B. Russell, 23 Gothic St., says: "I
teaspoonful of salt and beat again. Cook
used Doan's Kidney Pills for lumbago two-thirds a
cup of sugar to caramel;
which
across
and sharp paine
my Kidneys
add two-thirds a cup of boiling water,
plagued me very muoh. Doan's K'dney cover and let dissolve, then boil a few
Pills were highly recommended so I got
moments to reduce a little; pour over
a box at the Howard Drug Co. and they
the egg and sugar and let oook over boilpromptly relieved the backache. After ing water, stirring constantly, until the
that I took Doan's Kidney Pills as need- mixture
thickens slightly; add the softed and every time I used them they gave ened
gelatine; stir over ice-water until
me good results."
the gelatine begins to thicken, then fold
Mr. Russell is only one of many South in
one cup and a half of cream beaten
Paris people who have gratefully endorsvery light. Use to fill a mold lined with
ed Doan's Kidney Pills. If your back
lady-finger meringues. Or, use to fill
aobes, if your kidneys dother you, don't individual glasses lined with the same
ask
simply ask for a kidney remedy,
Decorate with whipped
meringues.
distinctly for DOAN'S KIDNEY PILLS, cream and maraschino cherries.
the same that Mr. Russell bad, the remedy
BANANA TABTS
backed by home testimony. 60 cents at
Uee pastry left after making a pie.
all stores. Foster-Milbnrn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, Ν. Y. "When Your Back is Roll thin and nse to cover long, narrow
brownie tins; prick the paste and set the
Lame, Remember the Name."
tins in a baking sheet to keep the edges
from the floor of the oven.
Bake to a
light amber color, (8 to 10 minutes). For
each two tarts allow one banana and
about three tableepoonfuls of fruit jelly.
A teaspoonful of lemon juice may be
added if at hand. Melt the jelly in an
equal measure of boiling water. Remove
the bananas from the skin, scrape and
cut in thin slices; drop in the syrup, oover and' let cook until hot throughout.
Remove to the pastry cases, letting one
Carmel Citizen Gladly Tells slice
overlap another lengthwise of the
case; cook the jelly a few minutes; coat
What NewTanlac Did
with the half set jelly. Serve when
For Him.
nearly or quite cold as la convenient.

courteously, with
every accommodation consistand

Fred H. Parsons, 40, killed himself
at Gloucester, Mass., by taking carbolic acid.

An immense quantity of burlap,
Beat the butter to a cream; gradually
three
This Should Convince beat in the sugar, then the yolks of eggs. :loth bags and rope, filling the
doors of a building occupied by Cutler
Roll the crackers, then pass through a
Any South Paris Citixen.
Chelsea,
company,
sieve.
Repeat the rolling and sifting fc Brickman
to secure the full weight of the orackers. Mass., and valued at nearly $100,000,
The public endorsement of a Iocs!
Sift the baking powder and spice Xspice nras destroyed by fire.
citizen is the best proof that can be produced. None better, none stronger.can may be omitted) into the crumbs and
Helen and Edith Taft, daughters

8uch Proof

South Paris, Maine

We

stages, there is no safer, speedier relief
for such trouble than prompt and systematic use of that οία time household
remedy, "L. F." Atwood's Medicine. It
prevents congestion of the digestive apparatus, increases the flow of bile, and
helps to correct the entire disturbance.
Always keep a bottle ready for use in
time of trouble, either for children or
At your dealer's, 35 cents.
adults.
"L F." Medicine Co., Portland, Maine*

ENDORSED AT HOME.

Paris Trust Company

can

pretty sister."

MM

Automobile Snow Attachment.

a

the meal; and when he, mine host,
enquired, "Where is the sop to Cerberus?" of course they said, "Cigars for
you and here is a box of candy for our

j

^

of th* Trifle Guaronteé,
Guaranteed under the Ohio Better Flour Label, by the manufac·
turcr who made it, and by the grocer who sell* |L
v

of peas,

cup of stoned

Six masked men entered the Meadowbrook Country club at Marievllle.
R. I., and robbed eighteen men, who
were "sitting in'' at a game, of $12,-

bathing.

the stew to taste with pepper and salt.

"It's easy to work with ; you can use
it for everything, and it gives a most
delicious nutty flavpr to your baking.
"Try it in your own home."

WILLIAM TELL FLOUR h the Flour

•

a can

a

James McGrath, 4, was playing on
the roof of a freight car at Manchester, Ν. H., when he fell to the
ground and was killed.
Antoine Brilliant, 8, wae decapitated while at play in the railroad
his
yards at Salem, Mass. Both
cut
off.
also
were
hands

Miss Annie Pouliot, 16, of Marcheeter, Ν. H., was drowned whi.e

James Shuman, a German, who
had been living at Erving, Mass.,
eeveral months, was killed by a train.

a

loaded care.
ing and contents and ten
The lose is 1100,000.

UNMhp In Virion Puis
rt New EhImm

Albert Lafond of Manchester, N.
Oyster crackers were passed with it.
Canned fruit, cookies and tea completed H., died from injuries received when

Flour

pound

NEWS CONDENSED
FOR BUSY READERS

of clam
87, of We|t Springfield, Mass., was
ripe olives, fatally burned.
and mixed them, adding plenty of milk,
Albert Baird 40, of Worcester,
and seeing a small dish of spaghetti
oooked with cheese, be added this also, Mass., was killed by a train while
then thickened the milk with a piece crossing railroad tracks.
His body
of butter, rolled in flour, and seasoned
was cut in two.
He took

chowder,

William Tell

will cost
five
much.
times
as
you probably
of meat—and the

peculiarly superior quality.

of

"There is twice as much food value
a

■—

success.

a

"One of the best flours that I know—»
one that I have used in
my own baking
for years, is made in Ohio—right in
the Miami Valley where the rich limestone soil produces a soft winter wheat

"What you save on the cost of the
bread is only half the story. The
better your bread, the more your
family will eat, and, in eating more
bread they will naturally eat less of
other more expensive foods.
in

flour

essential.

buy—and

surprised how much

be

good recipe and a
these two things are

"All you need is

"Start in with baking at home.
It's easy to make good bread—

Predicaments.

"Well! thli II s predicament—more
guests than marketing (or over Snndaj !
And Monday a holiday 1 What ahall we

Ή&

hints and suggestions on household
which will
economy and home baking,
time to
appear tit these columns from
interest
and,
be
will
found of
time,
to

Conquering

freight house at Northbuildampton, Mass., destroyed the
Pire toi

"Shall the Conatltutlon be amended as proof the Legislature grantadvice
Governor, by the consent and
ing
of the Council, the power to remove sheriff' *|j0
the
do not faithfully and efficiently perform
apduties Imposed upon them by law, and to rethe
point another sheriff In his place for removed
mainder of the term for which such
sheriff was elected?"
bv a resolution
posed
to the

AMENDMENT NO. I.
Division of Town· Into Polling Places.
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proby a resolution of the Legislature grantposed
tie
ing to the Legislature power to authorlie
division of towns Into more than one election
aou
state
district for the purpose of holding
national elections?"
AMENDMENT NO. 4.

Relating to Military·
reft"8hall artlcte seven of the Constitution a
lating to Military be amended as proposed by
resolve of the Leglalature?"

AMENDMENT NO.

5.

In

Apportionment of Representatives
Event of the Merger of Towns.
as pro"Shall the Conatltutlon be amended

posed by a

resolution of the

Legislature, allow-

Representalng representation In the House of event
of tne
tive· to remain as formerly In the
merger of towns or dtles?*'

In
The polls will remain open until Ave o'clock
the afternoon, when they will be closed.
then
there
Hkreof, Fail Not, and have you
this warrant with yonr doing· thereon.
at Town
The Selectmen will be in session
of
Ollloe on the Sixth, Seventh and Eighth day
forenoon for the
the
in
o'clock
at
ten
September
of votew.
purpose of oorreeOng the Met
tow* or
Given under our land· in the «aid
In the
Paris, this sixteenth day of August
ana
of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred
seventeen.
Selectmen
)
A. KLBOY DEAN
HINRT D. HAMMOND
Town of PM^
CHARLES W. BOW KIR

y«sj

mA M
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